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Systems Biology aims for a holistic understanding of biological processes. In order to make
this understanding operational and testable it can be recorded into formal process calculus
models. This is a difﬁcult task, however, because such formal models and their, often in-
ﬁnitelymany, consequences are hard to enumerate and understand. In this paperwe deﬁne
a pathway analysis, based on static analysis techniques from programming languages, and
show how it can be used to establish useful, ﬁnite, approximations to the set of causal
consequences ofmodels. The Pathway Analysis can be used to great advantage in all phases
of the modelling approach – serving as the basis of debugging during model development,
postdiction during model validation, and, ﬁnally, prediction during model guided drug
design.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The ﬁeld of Systems Biology [16,15] seeks a holistic understanding of biological systems. By studying the relationships and
interactions between biological entities or subsystems, such as gene and protein signalling networks,metabolic pathways, or
cells, it is hoped that a precise model of the whole system can be developed. This work is hypothesis driven – computational
models, ﬁrmly based on knowledge frommolecular biology, are proposed and then iteratively reﬁned in order to explain the
systems that lead to observable phenotypes.
The goal of this development is the scenario depicted in Fig. 1, where in vivo/in vitro experiments, such as those in-
volved in drug design, can potentially be carried out in silico. Arguably, such a drylab would have an enormous impact but
actually obtaining one is also quite complex; as illustrated by Fig. 2 it is convenient to talk about three distinct phases of
development:
The modelling phase deals with the formalisation of hypotheses.
The validation phase deals with the postdiction of experimental results.
The analysis phase deals with the prediction of experimental results.
Throughout development quality must be ensured. In the long run the quality of a model is determined by its ability to
predict the physical reality that it describes. In the short run, however, and in particular during model development, the
quality is more appropriately determined by the absence of contradictions to existing knowledge. In both cases we can only
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Fig. 1. The goal of model based observation.
Fig. 2. Phases in model development.
measure the quality if able to determine the consequences of a given model: What behaviour is and what behaviour is not
actually described by the model?
In this paper we shall address this question by deﬁning a pathway analysis that, given a formal model, P, computes a ﬁnite
over-approximation to the full set of (possibly inﬁnite) reaction sequences that P describes. The computed approximations
are safe: Whenever an interesting state might be reachable the analysis will show it and reveal the sequences of events that
might lead there. If the model is faithful, one or more of these sequences might pinpoint an actual biological pathway. Most
importantly, however, states and reaction sequences that do not appear in the analysis result are not realisable. Thus the
analysis is immensely useful in demonstrating, e.g., that undesirable reactions, perhaps part of a dysfunctional pathway,
cannot arise.
Background. Advances in Life Science have revealed that the behaviour of a living cell emerges as a result of complicated
interactions among a set of biochemical agents. The resultingmodern view, advanced by the post-genomic science of Systems
Biology, is that life is the complex behaviour that emerges from systems within systems of interacting reactive entities.
In theComputer Science areaof ConcurrencyTheory thenotionof computation is regarded inmuch the sameway– it is the
complex behaviour that emerges from systems within systems of reactive concurrent processes. Hence Computer Scientists
have spent three decades inventing modelling formalisms and analysis techniques in order to capture and understand the
behaviour of such systems.
The similarity of the two domains implies a signiﬁcant potential for cross-fertilisation. Among the ﬁrst to take advantage
of this were Regev and Shaphiro [40,39,38], who pioneered the use of Process Calculi for themodelling of Biological Systems.
WorksbyPriami [37,36], Danos [8,12], Cardelli [39,5,6],Hillston [4],Harel [14], ourselves [32,35,34], andothershave extended
this line of work.
Here we extend this line of work by basing our approach on the BioAmbients calculus, developed by Regev et al. in [39].
It is a biologically oriented version of the Ambient Calculus [7] – a well known process calculus used to describe concurrent,
distributed, andmobile systems. The variant retains a notion of spatial ambient boundaries from the original calculus, which
allows for models that preserve the spatial structure of the bio-domain. For this reason it is well suited for the description
of cellular transport networks. BioAmbients also incorporates a notion of channeled communication in the manner of the
π-calculus [21] – a language that is widely used for the modelling of cellular signalling and regulation networks [3,40,17].
It is woth mentioning that BioAmbients is actually a proper superset of the π-calculus and hence the proposed pathway
analysis also applies to this language.
Indeed, the analysis techniques that we present in this paper also have their roots in Computer Science, speciﬁcally in the
area of optimising compilers: In order to make statements about potentially undecidable properties of models we take the
approach of static program analysis and compute safe approximations rather than precise results [23]. As shown in Fig. 3 we
consider an approximation safe when it is provably either an under- or over-approximation as this allows us to make safe
statements about the presence or absence of properties, respectively.
Fig. 3. The nature of static approximations.
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Technically, we obtain our pathway analysis by combining the approach of static control ﬂow analysis for process calculi
with a recent line of work by Nielson and Nielson [30,31], which concerns the use of static data ﬂow analysis in conjunction
with process calculi.
Static control ﬂow analyses (CFAs) have previously been used successfully for computing safe approximations to the sets of
spatial conﬁgurations reachable by BioAmbients models [32,35,25]. Given a program P these analyses efﬁciently compute
containment graphs that are guaranteed to contain all possible run-time conﬁgurations as sub-graphs.
Mainly concerned with properties of the conﬁgurations the CFAs tell very little about the properties of the transitions.
However, knowingwhat conﬁgurationsmay be reachable but not how is clearly inadequatewhen trying tomeet the outlined
goals. This is the issue we shall address by developing an analysis that focuses on transitions rather than conﬁgurations.
Overview. In Section 2 we describe the BioAmbients formalism in more detail. Then, in Section 3 we specify a CFA in the
tradition of [32,35] intended to support our pathway analysis by providing safe approximations to the sets of preﬁx pairs that
may react at run-time. In Section 4 we adapt notions frommonotone frameworks [23,31] in order to safely approximate how
the extended multiset of exposed reactive preﬁxes of a model may evolve as preﬁx pairs react. After this, in Section 5 we deﬁne
aworklist algorithm that computes ﬁnite automata approximations to model behaviour. Finally, in Section 6 we treat a larger
case study regarding, the LDL degradation pathway, the prototypical example of large molecule internalisation and transport.
Throughout the technical developments we shall illustrate our developments by applying them to a BioAmbients model
Peat, which concerns the absorption of nutrients from larger ’food’ compounds.
2. BioAmbients
TheBioAmbients calculus of Regev et al. [39,38,5] is a variant ofMobile Ambients [7] designed tomodel biological systems.
The calculus is rich in terms of primitives and includes constructs for many aspects of the biological domain.
Firstly, the calculus preserves the notion of ambients as boundedmobile sites of activity that may nest hierarchically. This
provides an intuitive means for modelling both the chemically active membrane-bound compartments that are ubiquitous
in eukaryotic cells and the molecular compartments that arise as a result of complexation. In order to make these spatial
abstractions operational the calculus incorporates a set of capability primitives for the modelling of processes that alter
the local nesting hierarchy. In the context of an ambient-as-molecular-compartment abstraction, e.g., capabilities may be
used to model the formation and breaking of complexes. In the context of an ambient-as-membrane-bound-compartment
abstraction, they may be used to model such phenomena as phago-/endo-cytosis, exo-cytosis, and membrane fusion.
Secondly, the calculus incorporates the notion of channelled communication from the π-calculus. This allows simpler
biological entities (i.e. proteins, RNA, and DNA) and their interaction networks to be modelled as networks of interacting π-
style processes [40]. In order to make this network abstraction operational in the context of spatial abstraction the calculus
incorporates a set of action primitives for themodelling of processes that interact across ambient boundaries aswell as locally.
In the context of an ambient-as-molecular-compartment abstraction, for example, such primitives may be used to model
complexes that act as enzymes or complexes that undergo internal formation changes. In the context of an ambient-as-
membrane-bound-compartment abstraction, on the other hand, they may be used to model cross-membrane interactions
or interactions conﬁned to the local environment of an organelle.
The set of control structures for processes is slightly larger than what is traditionally studied for Mobile Ambients. It
includes non-deterministic (external) choice as well as a general recursion construct in the manner of CCS [20]. This helps
to achieve an intuitive modelling of biological phenomena, while retaining a great deal of precision.
What brings all of these elements together and completes the biological abstraction is a reaction semantics in the style of
theChemicalAbstractMachine [2]. The interpretation thusprovided is exactly the right one:ABioAmbientsmodel describes a
chemical soup of reactive entities distributed over some spatial conﬁguration. Two such entitiesmay react (synchronously) if
they are close to one another and exhibit reactive domains (modelled by capability or action preﬁxes) that are complementary
in terms of shape (channel name) and purpose (matching action/co-action or capability/co-capability).
Due to the multiple modelling roles of ambients the resulting formalism is characterised by generality rather than
specialisation. The modelling of complexes in BioAmbients, e.g., does not describe how the active domains of proteins
and complexes are hidden and exposed as a result of interactions; the κ-calculus [10,11] was introduced to cover this aspect.
Similarly, the modelling of membranes in terms of ambients neglects that membranes are oriented and that interactions
always preserves this property; this provoked the invention of Brane calculus [6,12]. Finally, the calculus assumes that
biological interactions only take place when active domains exhibit perfect complementarity; the β-binders calculus [36]
was ﬁrst introduced to overcome this so-called key-lock assumption.
2.1. Syntax
The full syntax of BioAmbients is deﬁned in Fig. 4, where we write P ∈ Proc for processes andM ∈ CA for capabilities and
actions. Capabilities and actions are based on names as we know them from CCS and the π-calculus [21]. We shall make a
distinction between names introduced by the restriction operator (n) P, which we consider to be constants (n,m ∈ C), and
names introduced by communication capabilities, e.g. the p in n?{p}, which we consider to be variables (p,q ∈ V). We require
the sets of constants and variables to bemutually disjoint so thatwe are dealingwith a countable setName = C unionmulti V of names
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Fig. 4. Syntax of BioAmbients.
and we shall write x,y for elements of this set. Finally, we shall assume a countable set of process identiﬁers (X ,Y ∈ Pid). Note
that we use the heavy brackets and to represent ambient boundaries; the ordinary brackets, [and], are reserved for the
notion of substitution deﬁned in Section 2.2.
Processes are analogous to biological systems of interacting reactive entities. We shall now explain the calculus primitives
and elaborate on this analogy:
Inaction, 0 (arises as the nullary special case of summation) denotes a process that can do nothing. Technically, this is the
terminal process that is the end of all things (including recursive analysis). Biologically, this is a system that is completely
depleted of reactive entities; we shall think of it merely as superﬂuous solvent, e.g., water, thatmay dissipate by evaporation.
The preﬁx,M . P (arises as the unary special case of summation) denotes a process that is capable of participating in the
reaction identiﬁed by the primitiveM; exercisingM turns the process into the continuation P. This corresponds to a biological
entity, such as a protein, that exposes a single binding site and is altered in some way by the corresponding reaction. Note
that we draw upon a countable set of labels,  ∈ Lab, in order to uniquely annotate each preﬁx. As will later become clear
these labels have no semantic signiﬁcance – we shall merely use them as convenient pointers into processes when deﬁning
our analyses in Sections 3 and 4.
The summation,
∑
i∈I M
i
i
. Pi, generalises the preﬁx and, thus, denotes a process that is capable of participating in any one
of the k = |I| reactions identiﬁed by the primitives Mi. Again, exercising some Mj turns the process into the corresponding
continuation Pj; the remaining primitives and the corresponding continuations disappear. This corresponds to a biological
entity, such as a protein, that exposes k distinct binding sites and is altered in some way when one of them engages in
reaction. Note that Regev et al. [39], who are concerned with the computation of rates for a stochastic semantics, disallows
themixing of capabilities and actionswithin summations. Herewe have no such concerns and do not uphold this separation.
The recursive process, recX. P, models recurrent behaviour. Technically, the construct denotes a process that behaves as
P[recX. P/X ], i.e. as P with every occurrence of X replaced by recX. P. Biologically, this corresponds to entities that have cyclic
behaviour. One example is an entity recX.M .X , such as an enzyme, thatmay participate in the same reaction – identiﬁed by
M – over and over. Another example, that of a stateful entity recX. (off? . on? .X +M .X), emerges if you allow the enzyme to
be (often temporarily) inhibited. More generally, the recursive process may be used to model phenomena such as recycling,
replication, or the unbounded supplies of, e.g., nutrients associated with open systems. Note that recursion is often deﬁned
through a set of mutually recursive parametrised process constant deﬁnitions, A(x) P, and our deﬁnition may seem less
elegant on ﬁrst view. However, general recursion turns seemingly simple syntactic properties of processes, like free names,
into ﬁxpoint properties [24]. The present formulation of recursion allows us to capture each of the required ﬁxpoints by a
simple recursive deﬁnition, which will be of great value in later sections. We shall occasionally use equations of the form
A P to establish convenient abbreviations, but this should not be regarded as recursion.
The parallel composition, P Q , denotes the concurrent composition of processes P and Q . In the resulting reactive system
reactions may occur between P and Q if the one exposes a primitive, e.g. the capability enter n, and the other the comple-
mentary primitive, i.e. the (co-)capability accept n. If P and Q are themselves reactive systems, reactions may occur in each
of them independently of the other. This corresponds to a chemical solution of reactive entities.
The name restriction, (n) P, restricts the scope of the name n to P. Technically, wemay think of the name n as bound to some
channel and the knowledge of the particular association being private to the sub-system P. Thus, two concurrent processes
within P may react on n, but no process in P can react on n with a process outside of P. Biologically, this corresponds to a
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Fig. 5. Movement styles of the BioAmbients calculus.
notion of conﬁnement. However, the correspondence is not crystal-clear and we reserve the construct for the modelling of
transient coordination compounds, i.e. complexes that temporarily come into existence due to the interaction of, e.g., enzymes
and substrates.
The ambient boundary construct, P μ, denotes a process, P, encapsulated by a spatial boundary. There is an obvious
correspondence to the biological concept of amembrane bound compartment, where a lipid bi-layer upholds a strong spatial
separation between inside and outside ﬂuids. It is also useful for the modelling of molecular compartments, where one or
more molecules behave, e.g. fold or complexate, in a manner that effectively hides active domains or entire molecules from
the environment. The language originally cast ambients as nameless entities, but in order to make sense of models and be
able to track interesting informationwe shall ascribe a role,μ ∈ Role, to each ambient. Like the labels, roles have no semantic
signiﬁcance but are useful when designing our analyses in Sections 3 and 4.
Capability primitives. The effect of a reaction between processes is determined by the primitive preﬁxes involved. In the case
of capability primitives the effect of reaction is that the local hierarchy of nested ambients changes.
The interactionofenter x andaccept x allowsanambient toenter aneighbouringone (Fig. 5a). In the contextof anambient-
as-membrane-bound-compartment abstraction this corresponds, e.g., to endocytosis, where a compartment (selectively)
subsumes another large entity. In the context of an ambient-as-molecular-compartment abstraction it may correspond to
a notion of (easily reversible) complexation. In a mixed context it may be used to describe proteins that migrate across
compartment boundaries.
The interaction of exit x and expel x causes an ambient to leave the immediately enclosing one (Fig. 5b). In the context
of an ambient-as-membrane-bound-compartment abstraction this may correspond to exocytosis, where a compartment
(selectively) secretes somematter. For a ambient-as-molecular-compartment abstraction it corresponds, e.g., to the breaking
of a complex. And again, in a mixed context it may describe proteins that migrate across compartment boundaries.
Finally, the interaction of merge+ x and merge-- x allows two neighbouring ambients to merge (Fig. 5c). In terms of
ambient-as-membrane-bound-compartment abstractions this corresponds to fusion of biological compartments, whereas
for ambient-as-molecular-compartment abstractions it corresponds to chemical bond formation or a notion of (hardly
reversible) complexation. In a mixed context it may correspond to a virus (or drug delivery mechanism) that punches a
hole in a membrane to deliver a payload.
Action primitives. In the case of action primitives the effect of reaction is information transfer incurring local changes, i.e.
substitution, in the receiving process.
The interactionofa sender,x!{y}, anda receiver,x?{p}, allows local communication,whereaprocess communicatesamessage
to another process within the same ambient (Fig. 6a). In the context of an ambient-as-membrane-bound-compartment
abstraction it may, e.g., correspond to enzyme-substrate reactions or, in conjunction with name restriction, the formation of
transient coordination compounds. In the context of an ambient-as-molecular-compartment abstraction it may correspond
to both intra-molecular and intra-complex interactions.
The interaction of sender x_!{y} and receiver xˆ?{p} causes parent to child communication, i.e. a processmay communicate a
message to a process encapsulated by a neighbouring ambient (Fig. 6b). In the context of an ambient-as-membrane-bound-
compartmentabstraction thismaycorrespond to receptormediated interactionswhere the receivermodels a surface receptor
of a compartment. In an ambient-as-molecular-compartment abstraction it corresponds, e.g., to the interactions between
simple molecules and complexes.
Fig. 6. Communication styles of the BioAmbients calculus.
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Fig. 7. Free names, fn(P), of processes, P.
In contrast, the interaction of sender xˆ!{y} and receiver x_?{p} causes child to parent communication – a process may
communicate a message to a process that is a neighbour of its immediately enclosing ambient (Fig. 6c). The biological
correspondences are basically the same as in parent to child communication but with the directions reversed, i.e. the sender
is a receptor.
Finally, the interaction of sender x#!{y} and receiver x#?{p} allows sibling to sibling communication, that is a process within
some ambient may communicate a message to a process located within an ambient neighbouring the ﬁrst (Fig. 6d). In
the context of an ambient-as-membrane-bound-compartment this corresponds, e.g., to inter-compartment (e.g., hormonal)
signalling. In an ambient-as-molecular-compartment setting it corresponds to inter-molecular or inter-complex interactions.
Canonical names. As custom for process calculi the operational semantics (Section 2.2) relies on α-renaming, i.e. the free
replacement of a subterm (n)Q of P by (m)Q [m/n]wheneverm /∈ fn(Q ). This is necessary to avoid capture when performing
substitutions. Such two sub-terms are α-equivalent, written (n)Q ≡α (m)Q [m/n], and the semantic relations allow them to
be freely exchanged. As a result neither n norm are stable names for the underlying interaction mechanism.
The analysespresented in Sections3, 4, and5, however, are static, i.e. they compute the speciﬁed informationby inspection
of the initial syntax rather than exploration of the semantic conﬁgurations. For such information to constitute a safe over-
approximation it must be valid for all semantic conﬁgurations and, hence, be based on stable information only. Therefore we
associate each name, x, with a canonical name, x, and enforce disciplined α-renaming, i.e. the free replacement of a subterm
(n)Q of P by (m)Q [m/n]wheneverm /∈ fn(Q ) and n = m. In this manner the canonical names are preserved – even when
the ordinary syntactical representations change.
When N is a set of names we shall write N to denote the point-wise extension of x. Furthermore, when P is a process
we shall write P to denote the homomorphic extension of x. Finally, we assume the set of constants, C, to be closed under
canonicalisation, in the sense that n ∈ C ∧ n = m ⇒ m ∈ C.
Programs are processes P that satisfy the predicate PRGC(P) deﬁned as the conjunction of the following well-formedness
conditions (explained further below):
– P has no free process identiﬁers: fpi(P) = ∅.
– P has free names only from the constants: fn(P) ⊆ C.
– P is well-formed with respect to the constants: C  P (see Fig. 8 and below).
Here we write fn(P), which is shorthand for fn[ ](P) where fn(P) is deﬁned in Fig. 7, for the free names of P and fpi(P) for the
free process identiﬁers of P. Note that the former deﬁnition is parametrised by an environment, , that constitutes a mapping
from process identiﬁers to sets of free names, while the latter is not. This is required because sometimes, e.g. in Fig. 8, we
shall have to compute the free names of sub-processes that are not closed with respect to process identiﬁers – meaning that
further names may arise due to unfolding of recursion.
Fig. 8. Well-formedness, C  P, of a process, P, with respect to a set of constants, C.
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The associatedwell-formedness predicate, C  P, which is shorthand for C [ ] P, enforces the implicit typing requirements
imposed by the distinction between constants (inC) and variables (inV) inName. The underlying predicate,C  P, is deﬁned
in Fig. 8, where we write bn(M) to denote the bound names of a preﬁx M (e.g. bn(n?{p}) = {p} whereas bn(n!{m}) = {}) and
P  Q to say that P is a sub-process of Q . The rulewf-res ensures that names bound by restrictions are indeed in C. The rule
wf-sum ensures that names bound by preﬁxes are not in C.
Well-formedness prevents inﬁnite nesting of ambients. Technically, this kind of behaviour is hard to handle in a static
analysis [32] and, since it has no biological relevance, we omit it fromwell-formed processes. Consequently, the rulewf-amb
demands that the P in P μ is process identiﬁer closed. A similar choice was made for Mobile Safe Ambients in [18].
Well-formedness disallows useless recursive deﬁnitions. When the body, P, of a recursive deﬁnition, recX. P, does not
make direct use of the associated process identiﬁer, X , i.e. X /∈ fpi(P), then the deﬁnition is useless. Thus, the rule wf-rec
demands that X ∈ fpi(P).
Finally, well-formedness helps to enforce static scope and prevents identiﬁer and name capture in the structural con-
gruence to be deﬁned below. In the case of process identiﬁers this is ensured by the fact that only the top-most recursive
process can be unfolded. In the case of constants we rely on disciplined α-conversion in order to prevent capture. In the
case of variables, however, we use the well-formedness condition to ensure that a process, recX. P, is only allowed to recur
through a name binder, as in P = · · · .n?{p} . · · · .X , if P has no free occurrence of the bound name, i.e. p. This is ensured by
the nocap part of rulewf-rec and prevents situations such as
n?{p} . · · · . recX. · · ·p · · · .n?{p} . · · · .X
and
n?{p} . · · · . recY. · · ·p · · · . recX. · · ·Y n?{p} . · · · .X.
Initial programs. Programs, P, that satisfy bothPRGC(P) and P = P, we call initial. Initial programs shall be our primary
objects of interest in the following sections.
Syntactic Conventions. As customary for process calculi we shall abstain from writing the terminal 0 at the end of processes
when writing examples. Similarly, we shall omit trivial name restrictions and simply assume that all free entities of a
speciﬁcation are constants and that all processes considered are parts of well-formed programs.
Example 1. Our runningexample is the followingprogramPeat (see line6),which is inspiredby theproductionofmetabolites
by catabolismof nutrients; aswe shall explain later itmodels how ‘food particles’ (carriers of nutrients)may either be ﬁltered
out of the blood stream (lines 1 and 2) or subsumed by the cell (lines 2 and 5), possibly digested (lines 2, 5, and 3), and emitted
as secretion (lines 1, 2 and 5):
let
(1) Filter rec Z.expel rj1 . Z
(2) Transport recY . reaˆ?{rl}2 .expel rl3 .Y + exit rj4 .Y + enter ac5 .Y
(3) Nutrient exit RL6 [nutrient]
(4) Food Transport Nutrient [food]
(5) Cell rec S. rea_!{RL}7 . S + expel rj8 . S + accept ac9 . S [cell]
in
(6) Filter Food Cell [system]
The well-formedness condition is satisﬁed if we take C = {rj,ac,rea,RL}.
2.2. Semantics
In the following we shall deﬁne the semantics of processes in BioAmbients. When conceiving of BioAmbients, Regev
[39,38] gave the language a reaction semantics in the style of Berry and Boudol’s Chemical AbstractMachine [2], which is the
traditional choice for ambient calculi. As argued above this is a natural choice because it ensures a high degree of coherence
between the inherently bio-chemical modelling domain and the operational model of the language. It is custom to deﬁne
a reaction semantics in terms of structural congruence, ≡, and reaction, −→, both binary relations on processes. We shall
diverge slightly from this tradition and, following Berry and Boudol’s original proposal rather closely, deﬁne the semantics
in terms of heating,, and reaction, ˜−→.
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Fig. 9. The heating relation PQ on processes. We write P ≡ Q when both PQ and PQ .
Heating relation. The heating relation,, is the least binary relation on Proc that is inductively deﬁned by the axioms and
rules of table in Fig. 9. When it holds between two process expressions P and Q , written PQ , it means that Q arises from
P by any number of occurrences of
– insigniﬁcant syntactic restructuring (stirring, ≡),
– elimination of an inactive process (evaporation,),
– elimination of a useless restriction (diffusion,), and
– unfolding of a recursive process (catalysis,).
Note that the ordinary structural congruence relation [38] is nearly fully embedded in the deﬁnition, hence we use P ≡ Q
as shorthand when both PQ and PQ . However, we disallow the random introduction of inactive processes and vacuous
restrictions, and assert that recursive processes can only be unfolded and not folded back.
As we shall see below two entities are able to react if they are (syntactically) close to each other in the sense that
they are separated by a single and not separated by name restrictions. The ﬁrst requirement is handled by the re-
ordering rules, which make behave like a commutative monoid (with 0 as neutral element) and also give + suitable
reordering properties. The second requirement is addressed by the scope rules for restrictions, which ensure that ob-
structing restrictions can be migrated out of the way. In particular they allow restrictions to migrate in and out of parallel
compositions.
We let the heating relation take care of the unfolding of recursive processes in the manner that is required for reaction
semantics to allow reaction between two recursive processes. Herewewrite P[Q/X] for the process that is as P except that all
free occurrences of the process identiﬁer, X , are replaced by the process expression Q . Clearly, such a notion of substitution
of free process identiﬁers has the potential of causing name or identiﬁer capture, i.e. that a free name or process identiﬁer of
Q is unintentionally redeﬁned by a name restriction or recursion construct in P when substitution is performed. However,
given that a substitution, P[Q /X ], always arises from the unfolding of the top-most recursive process, it is safe to assume
that
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Fig. 10. Substitution, P[Q /X ], of a process Q for an identiﬁer X in a process P.
– Q is the top-level recursive process that deﬁnes X , i.e., Q = recX.Q ′,
– Q is identiﬁer closed, i.e., fpi(Q ) = ∅,
– Q is a sub-process of a well-formed program, and hence C  Q , and
– P is a sub-process of Q , i.e., P ≺ Q or, equivalently, P  Q ′.
This justiﬁes the particularly simple deﬁnition of substitution in Fig. 10. The substitution over restrictions is nearly the
standardone, i.e., constant capture is avoidedbyα-renaming. The captureof variables is not possible becauseof the separation
of Name into C and V. Similarly the substitution over summations is correctly deﬁned because bn(Mi) ∩ fn(Q ) = ∅ when
X ∈ fpi(P). The substitution over ambients is correctly deﬁned because fpi(P) = ∅. The substitution over recursive processes
is correctly deﬁned because Y /∈ fpi(Q ) due to fpi(Q ) = ∅. Finally, the substitution over process identiﬁers is straightforward
to deﬁne.
The heating relation enforces α-equivalence, i.e. that processes are identical if they differ only in their choice of bound
names (subject to our consideration of disciplined α-renaming). The separation of constants and variables ensures that we
never substitute one variable for another and, therefore, we need α-equivalence only for constants. However, α-equivalence,
and the substitution of identiﬁers, rely on the notion of substitution of free names, i.e. writing P[m/x] to denote the process
that is as P except that every free occurrence of x is replaced by m. This notion of substitution is deﬁned in Fig. 11. We rely
on α-renaming to avoid name capture when substituting over name restriction. Furthermore, we deﬁne substitution into
Fig. 11. Substitution, P[m/x], of a constantm for a name x in a process P.
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Fig. 12. The reaction relation, P
˜−→ Q , on processes.
preﬁxes M
i
i
[m/x] such that deﬁning, or bound, occurrences of variables (i.e. bn(Mii )) are not subject to substitution. The
substitution over recursive processes is correctly deﬁned. Due to the well-formedness of P we are ensured that, in case x
is a variable, then x occurs free in P only if this cannot lead to capture. If x is a constant we rely on α-renaming to avoid
capture.
The reaction relation is the least relation,
˜−→ (where ˜ is a pair of labels), deﬁned inductively by the axioms and rules of
Fig. 12 and it constitutes our deﬁnition of the reactive behaviour of processes.When it holds between two processes P andQ ,
written P
(1,2)−→ Q , it means that P can evolve into Q by a single movement or communication reaction involving two preﬁxes
that are labelled 1 and 2, respectively. In the sequel we shall write P
L˜−→P ˜−→ Q for a sequence of reactions that evolve
an initial program P, ﬁrst into P via the sequence L˜ of reactions, and then into Q via a ﬁnal reaction ˜.
The labelling of the relation constitutes an instrumentation and we shall later depend on it in order to prove properties
of the deﬁned analyses. We stress that the labels do not constrain the reaction relation in any way but are propagated for
bookkeeping purposes.
The fundamental semantic event is binary reaction. Reaction is possible when two constituents of a certain characteristic
form (e.g. i
∑
ji
M
ji
ji
.Pji [μ] for movement and i
∑
ji
M
ji
ji
.Pji for communication) expose complementary preﬁxes and
occur in a suitable parallel conﬁguration. Due to reaction in context, reaction can happen anywhere in a system, and heating
ensures that insigniﬁcant deviations from the prescribed forms do not prevent reaction.
Every reaction has two effects. In the case of movement the local ambient hierarchy is changed and in the case of
communication a constant is substituted for a variable in the receiving process. In both cases the preﬁxes involved in the
synchronising reaction are removed to leave room for their continuations and any summands are discarded.
Note that the more traditional style of structural operational semantics regards unary action as the fundamental event
and must recover and match two actions from sub-systems in order to infer a binary reaction.
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Example 2. The semantics of the example program Peat is illustrated below:
The initial conﬁguration is shown in frame 1 and here the tree structure reﬂects a scenario where cell and food are siblings
inside system and nutrient is a sub-ambient of food. In this conﬁguration (4,1) can react tomove food out of system and obtain
the stuck conﬁguration of frame 2. Alternatively, (5,9) can react to move food into cell (frame 3). Then (4,8) can react to move
food back out of cell (frame 1 again), or (7,2) can react to bind the variable rl to the constant RL (frame 4). After that only (6,3)
can react to move nutrient out of food (frame 5). Here (7,2)may react to bind the variable rl to the constant RL oncemore and
thereby obtain the stuck conﬁguration of frame 8. Alternatively, (4,8) can react to move food out of cell (frame 6). From here
(5,9) may react to move food back into cell (frame 5). Alternatively, (4,1) can move food out of system and thereby obtain the
stuck conﬁguration of frame 7.
2.3. Properties of programs
Later, when proving properties of the analysis to be deﬁned in Sections 3, 4, and 5, we shall rely on the well-formedness
conditions of programs. We can do this because programs evaluate into programs:
Lemma 1 (Type soundness). Assume that P is a well-formed initial program then P
L˜−→P ˜−→ Q implies that PRGC(P) and
PRGC(Q ).
Proof. The result follows by induction of the length of the derivation sequence L˜, where we use Fact 26 from Appendix A to
establish the base case and, in conjunction with the induction hypothesis, to establish the inductive step. 
Note that this result is particular to the set of well-formedness conditions put forward in this paper. The original proposal
of BioAmbients [38,39] never formalised such properties.
3. Control ﬂow analysis
When we deﬁne our pathway analysis in Section 4 we shall ﬁnd it useful to have at our disposal a reasonably precise
estimate of the reactions that may take place in the modelled system. In this section we will show how a fairly mundane
static control ﬂow analysis (CFA) in the style of [25,32] can be used to obtain such an estimate.
Control Flow Analysis problems emerge when one tries to compute how focus of control moves through a program.
The initial conceptualisation of static Control Flow Analysis dates back to work on interprocedural analysis and obtained
momentum with Shivers’ work on functional languages [41], and was further reﬁned by Jagannathan [13]. In this context,
and based on the view that, in terms of ﬂow, data and control are two sides of the same thing [23], Flow Logic was pioneered
in the late 1990s, by Nielson and Nielson [29,28,22], as a unifying speciﬁcation oriented approach to constraint based static
analysis.
The Flow Logic framework makes a clear distinction between the speciﬁcation of an analysis and the computation of
corresponding analysis results. This approach allows the designer to focus on the speciﬁcation of analyses without making
compromises dictated by implementation considerations. The implementation phase is also simpliﬁed and improved, as the
implementer is always free to choose the best available tool – no particular tool or formalism is prescribed by the framework.
3.1. The analysis domain
As usual for static analyses a Flow Logic speciﬁcation is based on a suitable universe of discourse, A, usually called the
analysis domain. It is customary to demand thatA is a complete lattice designed such that each element, A, corresponds to
global Control Flow Analysis information of the program of interest.
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In our case the analysis speciﬁes the following three components:
– An approximation of the relevant name bindings:
R ⊆ V × C
where we write n ∈R(p) or (p,n) ∈R to assert the truth of predicate R(p,n), i.e. that R records that the variable p
may be bound to the name n.
– An approximation of the contents (ambients, preﬁxes) of ambients:
I ⊆ Role× (Role ∪ (CA × Lab))
where we write μ ∈I(μ′) or (μ′,μ) ∈I (or, M ∈I(μ′) or (μ′,M ) ∈I) to denote the truth of predicateI(μ′,μ) (or
I(μ′,M )), i.e. thatI records that an ambient of role μ (or a preﬁxM ) may occur inside an ambient of role μ′.
– An approximation of the pairs of capabilities that may react:
F ⊆ Lab× Lab
where we shall write (1,2) ∈F to denote the truth ofF(1,2), i.e. thatF records that preﬁxes labelled 1 and 2
may react.
The domain, A, of our CFA is given as the Cartesian product of those corresponding to the three components, such that
A = (I,R,F) is a typical element. This clearly constitutes a complete lattice under the component-wise subset ordering.
Example 3. The best analysis estimate (Ieat,Reat,Feat) of the running example Peat is shown below:
In theﬁgure the contents ofIeat is presentedgraphically,whileReat andFeat arepresented as tableswhere last components
are sorted into bins identiﬁed by ﬁrst components. In the graph the triple bordered node represents the super-environment
used as superscript in (Ieat,Reat,Feat) |= Peat, the double bordered nodes connected by bold lines represent the initial
conﬁguration (as speciﬁed by Example 1), and the remaining nodes represent the the nestings of ambients that may be
reachable through interactions, starting from the initial state. The trees of the individual frames of Example 2 are all sub-trees
of this graph.
3.2. The acceptability judgement
Fundamentally, a Flow Logic speciﬁcation is concerned with the relationship between programs P ∈ Proc and static
analysis estimates A ∈ A. This connection is captured by an acceptability judgement
A |= P
intended to hold precisely when A constitutes an acceptable analysis estimate for P.
The judgement is deﬁned by clauses; typically there is one clause for each syntactic construct φ of Proc and they take the
form
A |= φ(· · · Pi · · · ) iff (some formula ϕ with A |= P
′
for various sub-programs P′)
where ϕ is usually a formula of a suitable fragment of First Order Logic, FOL.
These ingredients formalise a given Control Flow Analysis problem as a Flow Logic. Obviously the involved judgement
relation “|=” has functionality
|=: (A× Proc) → {true,false}
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Fig. 13. The 0CFA acceptability judgement.
In our case it can be deﬁned in a syntax directed manner (and hence we dispense with the more general co-inductive
deﬁnition).
For the present analysis the acceptability judgement takes the form
(I,R,F) |=μ P
and expresses that,when the subprocess P (of P) is enclosedwithin an ambient of roleμ ∈ Role, thenI,R, andF correctly
capture the behaviour of P – meaning that I approximates the contents that may occur in each ambient, R the bindings
of names that may take place, andF the preﬁx pairs that may react, as P evolves inside P. The judgement is speciﬁed
in Fig. 13 and refers to Figs. 14 and 15 for speciﬁcations of the closure conditions closureM, where M is as M but with
names replaced by ’·’. The judgement is deﬁned by structural recursion over the syntax of processes (which makes our 0CFA
speciﬁcation compositional in the terminology of Flow Logic).
The resulting judgement asserts that an analysis estimate, (I,R,F), is acceptable for a restricted process, (n) P, in the
context of an ambient of role, μ, if and only if acceptable for P in μ. Avoiding further requirements helps us ensure that the
analysis is invariant under structural congruence. Instead we defer the treatment of constant deﬁnitions to the auxiliary
closure conditions, closureM, deﬁned further below.
Regarding ambients we consider an analysis estimate, (I,R,F), is acceptable for P μc in μ if and only if (μ,μc) ∈ I
and (I,R,F) is acceptable for P in μc .
For guarded sums an estimate, (I,R,F), is acceptable for
∑
i∈I M
i
i
. Pi in μ if and only if for every i ∈ I it is the case that
(μ,M
i
i
) ∈ I, the associated closure condition closureMi holds for (I,R,F), and (I,R,F) is acceptable for Pi in μ.
Similarly, an analysis, (I,R,F), is acceptable for P P′ in μ simply if acceptable for both P and P′ in μ. Note that this
makes the acceptability conditions for parallel and choice appear identical. We leave it to the auxiliary closure conditions
closureM to ensure a differentiated treatment of the two types of composition.
In the case of recursion an analysis estimate, (I,R,F), is acceptable for recX. P in μ if acceptable for P in μ. In the case
of process identiﬁers we effectively ignore them by accepting any (I,R,F) as an analysis estimate for X in μ. This simple
treatment of recursion is acceptable for two reasons: Firstly, thewell-formedness condition ensures that no process identiﬁer
occurs free inside an ambient; thus, it sufﬁces to analyse the sub-process P (the body) in the context where it is ﬁrst deﬁned.
And, secondly, the CFA is ﬂow-insensitive, i.e. it does not consider the actual sequencing of preﬁxes, and thus unfolding is not
required.
3.3. Closure conditions
The closure conditions, closureM, deﬁned in Figs. 14 and 15 are intended tomimic the reaction semantics. In each case the
pre-conditions check whether an abstract version of the corresponding semantic reaction condition is fulﬁlled by (I,R,F).
This depends on the appropriate spatial placement of preﬁxes (as recorded by I), agreement on bindings of names (as
recorded by 〈R〉 – see below), andwhether the preﬁxes in questionmay be concurrently possible (as recorded by the auxiliary
relation CP – see Section 3.4). If the preconditions are satisﬁed by (I,R,F) then the conclusion must also be satisﬁed
by (I,R,F) in order for (I,R,F) to be an acceptable analysis estimate. In the case of capabilities we require that I
appropriately reﬂects the spatial conﬁgurations that might arise from the corresponding reaction. In contrast, for actions we
require that R appropriately reﬂects the name bindings that might arise from the corresponding reaction. In both cases we
require that F duly records the pair of preﬁxes involved in the potential reaction.
As the relation R is only concerned with the bindings of variables to constants the closure conditions also refer to an
extended version
〈R〉 = ({(n,n) | n ∈ C} ∪R) ⊆ (V ∪ C) × C
that takes care of variables as well as constants. Basically, it acts exactly likeRwith respect to variable bindings but also acts
as the identity on constants, recording the binding of each constant to the constant itself.
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3.4. Concurrently possible preﬁxes
In deciding the acceptability of the closure conditions we use the auxiliary relation CP, which is a precomputed approx-
imation of the concurrently possible preﬁxes of the program P of interest. It is computed as CP[ ][ ](P) using the recursive
function CP
(P) deﬁned in Fig. 17. Basically, the computation is based on the simple observation that two preﬁxes have
no chance of interacting if they are not syntactically located in parallel processes. Thus, in the case of parallel composition,
the deﬁnition of CP
(P) uses the auxiliary operation cross(P,Q ) to record that preﬁxes in the two branches may interact
with one another. The auxiliary function prfx(P), deﬁned in Fig. 16, is used in order to specify this. In contrast, no such
components are recorded for non-deterministic choice.
In these speciﬁcations the  index denotes a mapping from process identiﬁers to sets of preﬁx labels and the 
 index a
mapping from process identiﬁers to sets of pairs of preﬁx labels. The mapping are necessary because sometimes (e.g. when
prfx(P) is invoked fromwithinCP
(P))we shall need to collect information (e.g. the occurringpreﬁxes) fromsub-processes
that have free processes identiﬁers – meaning that further information may arise from unfolding.
Clearly, it is only safe for the closure conditions to rely on CP if CP itself safely over-approximates the set of preﬁxes
that may become concurrently possible at run-time:
Lemma 2 (CPis semantically correct). Assume that P is a well-formed initial program, then
if P
L˜−→P ˜−→ Q then CP ⊇ CP(P) ⊇ CP(Q ).
Proof. The result follows by induction on the length of L˜. The base case follows from Corollary 31, and the inductive step
follows from the induction hypothesis in conjunction with Lemma 1 and Corollary 31. 
3.5. Properties of the CFA
For such a setup to qualify as an actual Flow Logic it must posses a number of desirable properties that we shall explain
in the following.
Fig. 14. Closure conditions regarding movement capabilities.
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Fig. 15. Closure conditions regarding communication capabilities.
Well-deﬁnedness
The analysis must be well-deﬁned, i.e., for every combination of P ∈ Proc andA ∈ A, the acceptability ofA as an analysis
estimate for P is unambiguously deﬁned. This amounts to showing that “|=”, with functionality as outlined above, constitutes
a total function. In our case this is immediate due to the syntax directed deﬁnition of “|=”:
Fact 3 (Well-deﬁned). The analysis judgement (I,R,F) |=μ P is well-deﬁned, i.e. for every pair (I,R,F) and P it unam-
biguously speciﬁes whether (I,R,F) is acceptable for P.
Semantic correctness
Flow Logic is a semantics based approach to static analysis, i.e. the analysis information can be proved correct with respect
to a semantic speciﬁcation. Intuitively, we want to show that acceptable estimates are safe approximations, i.e. acceptable
for every reachable semantic conﬁguration rather than just the initial one.
Formally, the analysis is semantically correct if the acceptability of estimates enjoys a subject reduction result:
if A |= P and P ˜−→ Q then A |= Q and {˜} consistent with A
which expresses that the acceptability of analysis estimates is preserved by the reaction relation. Full semantic correctness,
sometimes called semantic soundness follows directly by transitive closure:
if A |= P and P L˜−→Q then A |= Q and L˜ consistent with A
In order to formulate the required result we ﬁrst expand I into the new relation I@R, which takes into account the
bindings of variables speciﬁed by theR component:
IfM ∈I(μ), x ∈ fn(M) and n ∈ 〈R〉(x) thenM [n/x] ∈I@R(μ).
It is immediate to show thatI@R = (I@R)@R and semantic correctness then specialises as follows:
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Fig. 16. Preﬁxes, prfx(P), of process P.
Theorem 4 (Semantic correctness). Assume that P is a well-formed initial program, then (I,R,F) |= P and P L˜−→P
entails (I@R,R,F) |= P and L˜ ⊆F.
Proof. The corollary follows by induction on the length of L˜. The base case holds vacuously. The inductive step is established
using Corollary 35 and Corollary 1 of Appendix B, the induction hypothesis, and the above insight. 
Intuitively, this asserts that an analysis estimate acceptable for P is acceptable for any process Q derivable by a sequence
of reactions.
Implementability
Finally, it is desirable for every program, P, to actually have an acceptable analysis estimate and, indeed, a unique least
such. This is the case if
{A | A |= P} constitutes a Moore Family for all P
meaning that for all P
∀S′ ⊆ {A | A |= P} : S′ ∈ {A | A |= P}.
Trivially, a Moore family is never empty as it always contains a greatest element ∅ = A, which is the trivialworst (i.e., least
informative) acceptable analysis estimate. In contrast it is also guaranteed to have a least element A = {A | A |= P}, which
is the least admissible result under the ordering A ofA and, hence, the best (most informative) acceptable estimate.
In the present case we do indeed have:
Theorem 5 (Moore family). For any program P the set of acceptable analyses under |=μ is a Moore family, i.e.
∀S′ ⊆ {(I,R,F) | (I,R,F) |=μ P} : S′ ∈ {(I,R,F) | (I,R,F) |=μ P}.
Proof. The proof proceeds by structural induction in P. 
We shall write (I,R,F) = {(I,R,F) | (I,R,F) |=μ P} for the best estimate guaranteed by Theorem 5.
Fig. 17. Concurrently Possible capabilities, CP
(P), of process P.
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3.6. Implementation
The actual computation of (I,R,F) is made possible by a simple change of viewpoint: Instead of using the ac-
ceptability judgement to check a given estimate (I,R,F) against a process P we use it to derive a proof obligation from
P. Algorithmically we capture this change of viewpoint as a clause generation function that takes as input a BioAmbients
process, P; it produces a formula, φ, over the symbols I, R, and F in our fragment of First Order Logic (FOL) such that
(I,R,F) |= P holds if, and only if, φ is true when interpreting I as I, R as R, and F asF. In our case we can use the
Alternation-free Least Fixed Point (ALFP) fragment [26] of FOL and this sufﬁces for generating a polynomial time procedure
for computing (I,R,F). In practisewemake use of a ﬁxed point engine like our own ’The Succinct Solver Suite’ [27,26].
4. Computing and preserving exposed preﬁxes
The 0CFA analysis of the previous section safely approximates the set of spatial conﬁgurations that may arise at run-time.
In contrast it produces no information about the sequential order of the transitions that lead to the recorded conﬁgurations.
This lack of information strongly motivates the development of our main contribution: a ﬂow sensitive pathway analysis
that, given a program P, computes a ﬁnite automaton that safely approximates the set of possibly inﬁnite sequential
behaviours that occur at run-time.
Whendeveloping thepathwayanalysis our focus shall beon thenotionof exposedpreﬁxes. Intuitively, the exposedpreﬁxes
of a process (or state) are those that might participate in the next reaction. Consider, for example, the system conﬁguration
P = (n!{m}1 .m?{q}2 . P + •?{•}3 .Q ) n?{p}4 .m?{q}2 .R
where we write ‘•’ for an arbitrary name. Here there is one exposed occurrence of each of the preﬁxes n!{m}1 , •?{•}3 , and
n?{p}4 . Due to their syntactic positions relative to one-another, the exposed preﬁxes, n!{m}1 and n?{p}4 , enable a reaction,
P
(1,4)−→ Q , such that the resulting conﬁguration,
Q = m?{q}2 . P m?{q}2 .R,
only has two occurrences ofm?{q}2 as exposed preﬁxes.
Thus, for the purposes of the analysis, we shall abstractly characterise system conﬁgurations (or states) by their extended
multisets of exposed preﬁxes.We then develop the desired automaton by tracking how thesemultisets evolvewhen reactions
occur – a task that is complicated by the fact that a reaction may cause some exposed preﬁxes to disappear, and others to
emerge.
Technically, we will turn to themonotone frameworks, normally associated with Data Flow Analysis, in order to deal with
this. In particular we take inspiration from the classical bit vector frameworks (see e.g. [23]) where the ﬂow of data from one
basic block of program statements to the next is speciﬁed by transfer functions of the form:
fblock(E) = (E\killblock) ∪ genblock
where, in a forward analysis, E is the information holding at the entry to the block, killblock is the information invalidated by
the block, and genblock is the information created by the block.
For the purpose of the pathway analysis we shall attach transfer functions to the reactions of processes. Corresponding
to a forward data ﬂow analysis, we then rely on these transfer functions to compute how the extended multisets of exposed
preﬁxes are transformed as reactions occur. So, much akin to bit vector frameworks our transfer functions will take the
simple form
freact(E) = (E\killreact) ∪ genreact
whereE is the extendedmultiset of preﬁxes exposedbefore the reaction, killreact is the extendedmultiset of preﬁxesdiscarded
by the reaction, and genreact is the extended multiset of preﬁxes exposed by the reaction. But, in contrast to the simple
powersets associated with bit vector frameworks, the extended multisets are able to keep track of the number of exposed
preﬁxes.
In the following we start by introducing the notion of extended multisets in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 we then go on to
specify the extended multiset of exposed preﬁxes, E[[P]] , of a given process, P. In Section 4.3 we specify the multisets of
preﬁxes, G[[P]] , generated by the various reactions within a given process, P. Similarly, we specify the multisets, K[[P]] ,
killed by the reactions of a given process, P, in Section 4.4. Finally, in Section 4.5, we specify a transfer function, transferP,˜(E),
to capture the effect of each reaction of P.
Note that, in contrast to the Flow Logic approach, the approach of monotone frameworks offers no convenient separation
between speciﬁcation and implementation. Thus, once we have deﬁned the appropriate transfer functions, we shall turn to
the issue of implementation and deﬁne a suitable worklist algorithm in Section 5.
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4.1. Extended multisets
We deﬁne an extended multiset, M, as an element of the domain
M = Lab → (N ∪ ∞)
which, intuitively, allows each primitive preﬁx of a process (identiﬁed by its unique label) to be associated with a value
corresponding to a number of occurrences (or ∞ when the number might be unbounded). The domain is equipped with an
ordering ≤M deﬁned by
M ≤M M′ iff ∀ : M() ≤ M′() ∨ M′() = ∞
The domain (M,≤M) constitutes a complete latticewhere the constants and operations corresponding to⊥,,  ,unionsq are deﬁned
as follows:
⊥M is deﬁned by ∀ : ⊥M() = 0
M is deﬁned by ∀ : M() = ∞
minM is deﬁned by (M minM M′)() =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min{M(),M′()} if M() ∈N ∧ M′() ∈N
M() if M′() = ∞
M′() otherwise
maxM is deﬁned by (M maxM M′)() =
{
max{M(),M′()} if M() ∈N ∧ M′() ∈N
∞ otherwise
Furthermore we deﬁne addition and subtraction on multisets as follows:
+M is deﬁned by (M +M M′)() =
{
M() + M′() if M() ∈N ∧ M′() ∈N
∞ otherwise
−M is deﬁned by (M −M M′)() =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M() − M′() if M() ∈N ∧ M() ≥ M′()
0 if M() ∈N ∧ M() < M′()
0 if M() ∈N ∧ M′() = ∞
∞ otherwise
In particular note that ∞ − ∞ is intended to give ∞ in order to ensure that the transfer function deﬁned in Section 4.5 is
always a safe over-approximation.
4.2. Exposed preﬁxes
Using the extended multisets we shall now deﬁne the concept of exposed preﬁxes. We formalise this as a function
E[[ ]] : Proc → M
intended to capture the following intuition: For a process P the expression E[[P]] () denotes the number of distinct
occurrences of  that might participate in the next reaction P
˜−→ Q .
Recall that our focus is not on a given process P but on all processes congruent to P; in particular those that arise by the
unfolding of recursion. In order to appropriately address this issue we use the  indexed function E[[ ]] shown in Fig. 18
when computing the exposed preﬁxes. The index  : Pid → M is a mapping that associates an extended multiset with each
free process identiﬁer. It is needed in order to support the least ﬁxed point computation that is required for computing the
exposed preﬁxes of recursive processes; it simply unfolds the recursion until no further exposed preﬁxes arise from doing
so.
It is obvious, e.g. if P = recX.M . P′ X , that the naive computation may not terminate because the unfolding process
could go on indeﬁnitely and the domain, (M,≤M), admits inﬁnite ascending chains. However, it turns out that we are justiﬁed
in recasting the computation in terms of the expansion operator $%M, also shown in Fig.18, which ensures termination in two
iterations. We refer to [31] for a formal proof of this result but provide an informal argument below.
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Fig. 18. Deﬁnition of E [[ P ]].
Informally it is easy to see that if a process identiﬁer X occurs un-guarded in the body of recX. P, e.g. in recX. (X P),
then the exposed preﬁxes of P will have inﬁnitely many occurrences and the naive computation of the ﬁxed point never
terminates. However, it is also the case that the number of exposed preﬁxeswill grow in every iteration only if the X is indeed
unguarded. Obviously, two iterations sufﬁce in order to determine this kind of behaviour.
Apart from this technicality the function E[[ ]] performs a rather straightforward recursive descent into processes using
the addition operation of extended multisets in order to calculate the total number of exposed reaction preﬁxes, i.e. those
that could engage in reaction. As should be evident from the case concerning guarded sums only the top-most preﬁxes
contribute and the result is obtained by addition of their multiplicities.
Finally, the desired function E[[P]] is deﬁned by
E[[P]] = E[ ][[ P ]]
When P is an initial program P we shall use the distinguished symbol E to denote E[[P]] .
Example 4. Consider Example 1. Here the blood Filter in line 1 exposes expel rj1 × 1, the food Transport mechanism in
line 2 exposes {reaˆ?{rl}2 × 1,exit rj4 × 1,enter ac5 × 1} whereas expel rl3 is hidden behind reaˆ?{rl}2, the Nutrient in line 3
exposes exit RL6 × 1, and the Cell exposes {rea_!{RL}7 × 1,expel rj8 × 1,accept ac9 × 1}. Hence, the result, Eeat, of subjecting
the program Peat to the exposed capability analysis basically emerges as the multiset sum of these exposed occurrences and
is shown below:
Eeat = ⊥M[1 &→ 1,2 &→ 1,4 &→ 1,5 &→ 1,6 &→ 1,7 &→ 1,8 &→ 1,9 &→ 1]
One may observe that exactly one copy of every capability except for 3 is exposed.
Intuitively, correctness of E[[ P ]] means (1) that it is invariant under the heating relation and (2) that it correctly captures
the preﬁxes that may be involved in the ﬁrst reaction step:
Lemma 6. If PRGC(P) and PQ then E[[Q ]] = E[[ P ]] and furthermore, if P (1,2)−→ Q then 1 ∈ dom(E[[ P ]]) and 2 ∈
dom(E[[ P ]]).
Proof. The result emerges as a corollary of Lemma 38 in Appendix C. 
4.3. Generated preﬁxes
In preparation for the transfer function we shall deﬁne a notion of generate functions
G[[ ]] : Proc → T
where elements of type
T = (Lab → M)
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Fig. 19. Deﬁnition of G
[[ P ]].
aremappings from labels into extendedmultisets. The intuition intended is the following: For a process P such that P
(1,2)−→ Q
theexpressionG[[P]] (1)()denotesa safe (over-) approximation to thenumberofoccurrencesof  thatmaybecomeexposed
in Q due to the involvement of 1 in the transition from P. Note, that we deﬁne G[[P]] ((1,2)) = G[[P]] (1) +M G[[P]] (2).
The domain T is a straightforward extension of M and the constants ⊥T,T are deﬁned as expected. The associated
operations ≤T, minT , maxT ,+T, and −T are all deﬁned as point-wise extensions of the corresponding operators on M, e.g. ≤T
is deﬁned by
T1 ≤T T2 iff ∀ : T1() ≤M T2()
Once more we have to take the unfolding of recursion into account when computing the generate function. For this we
use the  and 
 indexed recursive procedure G
[[ ]] deﬁned in Fig. 19. Here  : Pid → M is as in E[[ ]], i.e. a mapping that
associates an extended multiset with each free process identiﬁer, and 
 : Pid → T is a mapping that associates a mapping
from labels into extended multisets with each free process identiﬁer. We use the  index to ensure that the number of
preﬁxes exposed in a given continuation is computed correctly, i.e. in the case of recX. P,  is used to appropriately associate
X with the multiset of preﬁxes E[[ recX. P ]] exposed by the recursion construct. The 
 index, on the other hand, is used to
support the ﬁxed point computation required for recX. P – much like the  index in the deﬁnition of E[[ ]] .
The interesting case is that of the guarded sum constructs
∑
i∈I M
i
i
. Pi. It is straightforward to see that every guard
M
i
i
generates all of the preﬁxes exposed by the corresponding continuation Pi. However, each distinct  may have several
occurrences in a process P and, as we are aiming for a safe over-approximation, we must take this into account. We do so by
ensuring that the results obtained for sub-expressions are combined using maxT. This ensures that the computed G
[[ P ]] is
a safe over-approximation - in the sense that for every , G
[[ P ]]() safely over-approximates every multiset generated by
a speciﬁc occurrence of  in P – even if labels are not unique.
In the case of the recursion construct, however, we have to unfold the recursion until no further information about
generated preﬁxes arises from doing so. This amounts to the least ﬁxed point computation shown in Fig. 19. Again, the
termination of the naive computation is endangered because (T,≤T) admits inﬁnite ascending chains. As formally proved
in [31], however, the computation actually stabilises after a single iteration, which justiﬁes the alternative formulation of
Fig. 19.
The desired function G[[P]] is deﬁned by
G[[P]] = G[ ][ ][[ P ]]
When P is an initial program P we shall use the distinguished symbol G to denote G[[P]] .
Example 5. The result Geat of subjecting the program Peat to the generated capability analysis is shown below:
Geat = ⊥T[ 1 &→ ⊥M[1 &→ 1],
2 &→ ⊥M[3 &→ 1],
3 &→ ⊥M[2 &→ 1, 4 &→ 1, 5 &→ 1]
4 &→ ⊥M[2 &→ 1, 4 &→ 1, 5 &→ 1]
5 &→ ⊥M[2 &→ 1, 4 &→ 1, 5 &→ 1]
7 &→ ⊥M[7 &→ 1, 8 &→ 1, 9 &→ 1]
8 &→ ⊥M[7 &→ 1, 8 &→ 1, 9 &→ 1]
9 &→ ⊥M[7 &→ 1, 8 &→ 1, 9 &→ 1]]
Labels mapped to ⊥M are left out in the enumeration of the multiset.
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Fig. 20. Deﬁnition of kill functions.
Due to the different role that G
[[ ]] plays in the transfer function the correctness of G
[[ P ]] is slightly more involved
than was the case for E[[ ]]. Surely, G
[[ ]] must be invariant under heating.
Lemma 7. If PRGC(P) and PQ then G
[[Q ]] = G
[[ P ]].
Proof. The lemma is a corollary of Lemma 40 in Appendix C. 
Finally we must show that the safety of the approximation is preserved under reduction. This amounts to the following
‘local subject reduction result:
Lemma 8. If PRGC(P) and P
˜−→ Q then G
[[Q ]] ≤T G
[[ P ]].
Proof. The result emerges as a corollary of Theorem 41 in Appendix C. 
4.4. Killed preﬁxes
As the last component of the transfer function we shall also deﬁne a notion of kill functions
K[[ ]] : Proc → T
the intention of which is the following: For a process P such that P
(1,2)−→ Q the expression K[[P]] (1)() denotes a safe
(under-) approximation to the number of occurrences of  that are no longer exposed in Q because of the involvement of 1
in the transition from P. Note again, that we deﬁne K[[P]] ((1,2)) = K[[P]] (1) + K[[P]] (2).
The unfolding of recursion also complicates the computation of kill information and therefore we use the 
 indexed
recursive procedure K
[[ ]] deﬁned in Fig. 20 for the computation. Unlike G
[[ ]] we do not need the  index (as in E[[ ]])
because knowledge of exposed actions is not needed for deﬁning K
[[ ]]. As before 
 : Pid → T serves as a mapping that
associates a mapping from labels into extended multisets with each free process identiﬁer. Similar to before it is used to
support the ﬁxed point computation required for recX. P.
Again, the interesting case is that of guarded sum constructs
∑
i∈I M
i
i
. Pi. It is straightforward to see that every guard of
such a construct kills exactly one occurrence of each guard in the construct, including itself. It is still the case, however, that
each distinct  may have several occurrences in a process P. We ensure the safety of the computed under-approximation
by combining the results obtained for sub-expressions using minT. As a consequence the computed K
[[ ]] is always a safe
approximation – in the sense that for every , K
[[ P ]]() safely under-approximates every multiset killed by a speciﬁc
occurrence of  in P – even when labels are not unique.
As usual the recursion construct requires a ﬁxed point computation where unfolding is performed until no further
information about killed preﬁxes arises from doing so. This amounts to the least ﬁxed point computation shown in Fig. 20,
which is guaranteed to terminate because T admits no inﬁnite descending chains. In other words, the multiset of killed
preﬁxes is shrunk by the suggested iterative procedure, hence the iteration surely stops when the multiset is empty.
Again, the desired function K[[P]] is deﬁned by
K[[P]] = K[ ][[ P ]]
When P is an initial program P we shall use the distinguished symbol K to denote K[[P]] .
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Example 6. The result Keat of subjecting the program Peat to the killed capability analysis is shown below:
Keat = T[ 1 &→ ⊥M[1 &→ 1]
2 &→ ⊥M[2 &→ 1 4 &→ 1 5 &→ 1],
3 &→ ⊥M[3 &→ 1]
4 &→ ⊥M[2 &→ 1 4 &→ 1 5 &→ 1],
5 &→ ⊥M[2 &→ 1 4 &→ 1 5 &→ 1],
6 &→ ⊥M[6 &→ 1]
7 &→ ⊥M[7 &→ 1 8 &→ 1 9 &→ 1],
8 &→ ⊥M[7 &→ 1 8 &→ 1 9 &→ 1],
9 &→ ⊥M[7 &→ 1 8 &→ 1 9 &→ 1]]
Besides of being an under- rather than an over-approximation the correctness of K
[[ ]] is rather similar to that of G
[[ ]].
I.e. ﬁrst we must ensure invariance under heating.
Lemma 9. If PRGC(P) and PQ then K
[[ P ]] = K
[[Q ]].
Proof. The result is a corollary of Lemma 43 in Appendix C. 
Also, we must show that the safety of the approximation is preserved under reduction:
Lemma 10. If PRGC(P) and P
˜−→ Q then K
[[ P ]] ≤T K
[[Q ]].
Proof. The result is a corollary of Lemma 44 in Appendix C. 
4.5. The transfer function
We follow the template of bit vector frameworkswhen deﬁning the transfer functions of our setup. Here transitions serve
the role of basic blocks so that E is the extendedmultiset of exposedpreﬁxes characterising some state Pwhere P
˜−→ Q might
be enabled for some Q , K[[P]] (˜) is the extended multiset of preﬁxes that is guaranteed to be disabled by the transition,
and G[[P]] (˜) is the extended multiset of preﬁxes that might be enabled by the transition. Thus the transfer function takes
the form:
transferP,˜(E) = (E −M K[[P]] (˜)) +M G[[P]] (˜)
Given a multiset, E, of exposed preﬁxes the transfer function computes, for an a priori given process P and transition ˜, a
safe over-approximation of the set of preﬁxes exposed after the transition. Note that the computation is based on union and
intersection of multisets rather than the ordinary sets that are usually used for bit vector frameworks. Also note that, since
˜ is a pair (1,2), K(˜) actually denotes (K(1)) +M (K(2)) and similarly for G(˜).
The following result states that this transfer function provides a safe approximation to the exposed actions of the process
that results from the transition:
Theorem 11 (Subject reduction)
If PRGC(P) and P
˜−→ Q then E[[Q ]] ≤M transferP,˜(E[[P]] ).
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 45 in Appendix C. 
Finally, we establish the semantic soundness of the transfer functions as a straightforward corollary of the
theorem.
Corollary 12. If PRGC(P) and P
L˜−→P ˜−→ Q then E[[Q ]] ≤M transferP ,˜(E[[P]] ).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 47 in Appendix C. 
This shows that the approximation is safe for all reaction sequences that may arise from an initial program P.
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Fig. 21. The worklist algorithm.
5. Constructing the automaton
Wenowturn to thepragmaticsof calculating theﬁniteautomata thatare thegoalsof thepathwayanalysis.Givenaprogram
P the idea is to construct a ﬁnite automaton such that thepotentially inﬁnite transition systemof P is faithfully represented
within the states and transitions of the automaton. The computed automaton will have the following components:
– A set,Q, of states. Each state, q, is associatedwith an extendedmultiset, E[q], and is intended to represent all processes,
P, for which E[[P]] ≤M E[q].
– An initial state, q ∈ Q, associated with the corresponding set, E, of exposed preﬁxes.
– A transition relation, δ, containing transitions, qs
(1,2)'⇒ qt , reﬂecting that in the state qs twoprocesses, exposing preﬁxes
labelled 1 and 2 respectively, may react and give rise to qt .
We shall refer to the automaton as (Q,q,δ,E).
It will emerge from the construction that the resulting automaton is partially deterministic in the sense that if qs
˜'⇒ q1
and qs
˜'⇒ q2 then q1 = q2. This sufﬁces for our purposes and hence we shall not make the effort of adding a fail state in
order to obtain a deterministic ﬁnite automaton.
5.1. The worklist algorithm
Motivated by monotone frameworks [23] the heart of the computation is an iterative worklist algorithm that computes
a solution to the framework instance given as input. It simply starts out from the initial state and constructs the automaton
by adding more and more states and transitions.
The algorithm, which is deﬁned in Fig. 21, computes over four data structures:
– A set Q of states.
– A vector E of associated multisets of exposed capabilities.
– A worklist W ⊆ Q of states that have yet to be processed.
– A set δ of transitions valid for the current automaton.
The algorithm is initialised in line (1) and (2). First the start state, q, and associated multiset, E, of preﬁxes exposed by
P are added to the otherwise empty set of states, Q, and vector, E. Then the start state, q, is added to the worklist and the
current set of transitions δ is set to the empty set.
Line (3) deﬁnes the iterative loop inspecting the worklist until it is ﬁnally empty. In every iteration, line (4) selects and
removes a state, qs, from the worklist. The set of reactions potentially causing transitions out of qs is then computed using
the procedure call, enabled(E[qs]), in line (5). The corresponding procedure is deﬁned in Section 5.2 and will yield a set of
pairs, i.e. enabled(E[qs]) ⊆ E[qs] × E[qs]. For each potential reaction, ˜, an extended multiset, E, denoting the corresponding
next state is computed in line (6) by a call, transferP ,˜(E[qs]), using the transfer function of the previous section.
Finally, in line (7), the automaton isupdated to reﬂect thenewtransitionusinga callupdate(qs,˜,E) to theupdateprocedure
deﬁned in Section 5.3. As we shall see it is crucial for termination that this update is done in away such thatQ remains ﬁnite.
For this we shall enable extensive reuse of states using by a clever way of comparing them, and only if we fail in ﬁnding a
suitable preexisting state do we add a new one.
5.2. Enabled reactions
Writing E = E[q] for the extendedmultiset associated with some state qwe use the procedure enabled(E) to compute the
set of potential reactions of q. If 1 ∈ dom(E) and 2 ∈ dom(E) then the pair (1,2) may be enabled in q if the corresponding
preﬁxes
(i) match in the sense that one is complementary to the other, and
(ii) may be concurrently possible.
Inspecting the deﬁnition ofF in the CFA of Section 3 (Figs. 14 and 15), it becomes clear thatF precisely captures the
intuitions suggesting (i) and (ii). This leads to estimating the set of enabled transitions simply by taking the pairs inF
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Fig. 22. update(qs ,˜,E).
where both of the two capabilities are exposed in the present state:
enabled(E) = {(1,2) | (1,2) ∈F ∧ 1 ∈ dom(E) ∧ 2 ∈ dom(E)}
The function enabled is correct in the sense that it safely over-approximates the set of enabled transitions:
Lemma 13. If P
L˜−→P ˜−→ Q and E[[P]] ≤M E then ˜ ∈ enabled(E).
Proof. The lemma follows from Theorem 4 and Lemma 6. 
5.3. Updating data structures
When updating the data structures with a newly computed transition we must do it in such a way that the resulting
automaton stays ﬁnite and the construction terminates.
The procedure update(qs,˜,E) taking care of this is deﬁned in Fig. 22, where the parameters qs, ˜, and E denote a transition
labelled ˜ from state qs to a (potentially) new state characterised by E that is to be added to the automaton. The procedure
does the following:
The line (1) ﬁrst checks whether a suitable state is already present in the automaton. Here we enforce a partitioning of
states according to the domains of their corresponding multisets of exposed preﬁxes – identifying two states, q1 and q2, if
dom(E[q1]) = dom(E[q2]). As noted in [31] other partitionings are possible but we shall not go further into this. If a suitable
state, q, exists it is used as the target state of the new transition in line (2), otherwise a fresh state, qt , is inserted into the
automaton and the corresponding entry in E initialised to ⊥M in line (3).
Then in line (4) it is checkedwhether themultiset E[qt ] corresponding to the target state already includes the information
contributed by E. If this is not the case the information is updated using the widening operator, ∇M : M×M → M (see e.g.
[23]), described below and the state is added to the worklist in line (6). The widening operator is deﬁned by
(M1 ∇M M2)() =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
M1() ifM2() ≤ M1()
M2() ifM1() = 0 ∧M2() > 0
∞ otherwise
and ensures that new information is added to the pre-existing in a manner that stabilises after ﬁnitely many iterations and
still ensures thatM1 maxM M2 ≤M M1 ∇M M2. We refer to [31] for the proof.
In line (7) the new transition (qs,˜,qt) is added to the automaton while all of the pre-existing transitions out of qs along ˜
are removed as their destination may no longer be correct. This may leave some states unreachable and in line (8) a suitable
clean-up procedure, deﬁned below, is invoked in order to ensure that these are removed.
Cleaning up
The cleanup procedure shown in Fig. 23 simply computes the set of states reachable from the start state q and uses this
to
(i) restrict the set of states, Q, and the set of transitions, δ, by intersection
(ii) clean out the worklist, W, by intersection
Example 7. Applying the pathway analysis to Peat we obtain the result shown below. Comparing to Example 2 this corre-
sponds to the exact behaviour that arises from collapsing frames 1, 2, and 3 into one and 5, 6, and 7 into one. In each of
these cases it is not possible to distinguish the states corresponding to the collapsed frames because the global multisets of
exposed reaction capabilities are the same.
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5.4. Correctness of the algorithm
Intuitively the outlined worklist algorithm is correct if it terminates producing a ﬁnite partially deterministic automaton
able to faithfully simulate all transition sequences of the program, P, of interest.
We address these issues separately starting with termination, where the following result holds:
Lemma 14 (Termination). The worklist algorithm always terminates.
Proof. Clearly, for any program, P, the algorithm operates over a ﬁnite set, Lab, of labels. Now let us consider a possibly
non-terminating execution. Note that Q as well as E[·] grow in a non-decreasing manner.
The set {dom(E[q]) | q ∈ Q} grows in a non-decreasing manner and since dom(E) ⊆ Lab the value of the set must
eventually stabilise. After this the test in line (1) of Fig. 22 will always succeed and the production of new states in line (3)
will cease. Thus Q stabilises.
The vector (E[q])q∈Q grows in a non-decreasing manner but due to the properties of the widening it must eventually
stabilise thereby stopping the growth of W.
From this point on lines (4–7) of Fig. 21 will decrease the size of W by one in every iteration. Eventually W will be empty
and hence the algorithm will terminate. 
We then turn to the correctness of the format of the output. Here we have:
Lemma 15. The worklist algorithm always produces a partially deterministic automaton.
Proof. We prove the claim by showing that
∀(q1,˜1,q′1),(q2,˜2,q′2) ∈ δ : q1 = q2 ∧ ˜1 = ˜2 ⇒ q′1 = q′2
is an invariant at line (4) of Fig. 21. It is maintained due to the construction of δ in line (6) of Fig. 22. 
Finally, we address the correctness of the contents of the output. We will show this as a simulation result. We shall say
that a state q denoting the exposed capabilities E represents a process P whenever P $ E where
P $ E iff E[[P]] ≤M E
Using this we can state:
Lemma 16. If PRGC(P) and PQ then P $ E if, and only if, Q $ E.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6. 
Now the following result shows that a single step in the semantics is correctly simulated by the automaton:
Theorem 17. The worklist algorithm produces a ﬁnite automaton, (Q,q,δ,E), such that, if
P $ E[q] and P ˜−→ Q ,
Fig. 23. cleanup(Q,W,δ).
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there exists a unique q′ ∈ Q such that
Q $ E[q′] and (q,˜,q′) ∈ δ.
Proof. Consider the last time, t0, that thestateqwasremoved fromW in line (4)of Fig. 21.NowletE0 denote thecorresponding
values of the data structures such that E0[q] = E[q] and hence P $ E0[q].
It follows from P
˜−→ Q , Lemma 13, and the fact that enabled is monotonic that ˜ ∈ enabled(E0[q]) and hence that ˜ is
selected for consideration in line (5) of Fig. 21. By Theorem 45 line (6) then produces E such that Q $ E.
Following line (7) of Fig. 21 it is immediate that lines (1–3) in Fig. 22 identify a state,q′, and that lines (4–6) yield (q,˜,q′) ∈ δ1
and E ≤M E1[q′], where δ1 and E1 denote the corresponding new data structures.
As this is the last iteration over q there will be no further calls of update(q,˜,...). Thus line (8) of Fig. 23 will not remove
(q,˜,q′) from δ at a later stage. Clearly the values of E[·] grow in a non-decreasing manner and, writing δ and E for the ﬁnal
values of the data structures, we have (q,˜,q′) and E ≤M E1[q′] ≤M E[q′], which completes the proof.
Uniqueness of q′ follows from Lemma 15. 
Wemay deﬁne the reﬂexive and transitive closure of δ inductively as follows:
(q,ε,q) ∈ δ
(q,,q) ∈ δ (q,˜,q′) ∈ δ
(q,˜,q
′)
which allows us to state the following corollary:
Corollary 18. The worklist algorithm produces a ﬁnite automaton, (Q,q,δ,E), such that, if
P
−→P,
there exists a q ∈ Q such that
P $ E[q] and (q,,q) ∈ δ.
Proof. The proof follows straightforwardly by induction on the length of . 
This shows that arbitrary reaction sequences are correctly simulated by the automaton.
we have implemented the algorithm and ﬁnd that it performs well on the small-scale examples where we have used it
– including the extended example of the next section. Its worst case complexity is unfortunately rather high – exponential
time and space – essentially because the automaton in the worst case might contain a number of states that is exponential
in the number of labels occurring in P.
6. A model of cholesterol uptake
In the following we shall model and investigate an endocytic pathway facilitating a biological process called receptor
mediated endocytosis. This process is common in mammalian cells, where it is a general mechanism for subsuming particles
from the blood stream.
Thebest knownexampleof this process is the LDLdegradationpathway, furtherdiscussed in Section6.1. By thismechanism
cells acquire the cholesterol required for themembrane synthesis that occurs during cell growth [19, Section 18.3][1, pp. 749–
750]. It is also a common source of medical conditions as even small errors in the active components greatly increase the
risk of cardiovascular disease. As we shall see in Section 6.3 our analysis is able to illustrate the more immediate effects of
such component defects.
6.1. The LDL degradation pathway
Before turning to the modelling and subsequent analysis we shall brieﬂy discuss the biological system of interest, as
illustrated in Fig. 24.
Cholesterol is mainly obtained from Low-density Lipoproteins (LDLs), which carry cholesterol in the form of tightly packed
cholesteryl esters.
Specialised transmembranal receptor proteins that perform free lateral diffusion in the plasmamembrane of the cell recruit
the LDLs from the blood. When the extra-cellular domain of such an LDL receptor encounters the ApoB domain exposed by
an LDL particle the two particles will bind to each other by complexation.
Meanwhile, and independentof this, clathrin particles continuously assembleon the cytosolic sideof theplasmamembrane
– thereby forcing it to form clathrin coated pits that grow progressively deeper until released into the cytosol as separate
clathrin coated vesicles.
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Fig. 24. The LDL cholesterol degradation process [19].
The diffusing receptors tend to associate with clathrin coated pits because their intra-cellular domain binds to comple-
mentary adaptin domains (molecules really) exposed by the clathrin coat. Such associated receptors and the LDLs that they
bind, if any, are internalised when the coated vesicle is formed.
Once internalised, coated vesicles shred their clathrin coat and become early endosomes. At this stage the LDL/receptor
complex is still intact. This changes, however,when the early endosomemergeswith a late endosome. The acidic environment
in this compartment makes the receptors separate from the LDLs.
From the late endosomes the receptor proteins are recycled to the plasma membrane. The LDL molecules, however, are
transferred by vesicles to lysosomeswhere they are ﬁnally hydrolysed in order to free the necessary cholesterol.
6.2. The BioAmbients model
In order to subject this biological system to formal analysis we have modelled it in the BioAmbients language as shown
in Fig. 25 and explained below.
In accordancewith Regev’s examples and guidelineswe take the approach that each kind of physical compartment aswell
as each kind of multiprotein complex should correspond to one ambient role. Recall that we indicate the roles of ambients
by superscripted annotations, μ ∈ Role, i.e. we write P μ for an ambient of role μ. The resulting model is shown in Fig. 25
and uses the following roles:
– The CH role models cholesterol (molecular compartments) in lines 1–2.
– The LDL role models LDL particles (molecular) in lines 3–5.
– The EE role models early endosomes (membrane-bound) in lines 6–9.
– The CC role models clathrin coats (molecular) in lines 10–11.
– The XV role models transfer vesicles (membrane-bound) in lines 12–13.
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Fig. 25. The BioAmbients encoding the LDL degradation pathway.
– The LE role models late endosomes (membrane-bound) in lines 14–15.
– The LYSO role models lysosomes (membrane-bound) in lines 16–17.
– The CELL role models cells (membrane-bound) lines 18–24.
When we can do so without ambiguity, we will use the ambient roles also when referring to the biological entities that they
model. Aswill be evident from the explanation below, themodel emphasises the receptor dynamics that facilitates the initial
binding of LDL but (for lack of space) ignores the details of receptor recycling. In Nature each compartment and reaction
would be present in the thousands. The analyses we perform here, however, are qualitative rather than quantitative and
therefore it sufﬁces for us to model a single representative for each biological entity. Note that some primitive preﬁxes have
more than one label as we assign a unique label for every distinct use of the deﬁning macro; the macro endo, e.g., occurs in
lines 19–21 and hence each preﬁx has three labels.
As evident from Fig. 24 the LDL (deﬁned by LowDensityLipoprotein, lines 3–5) is initially located outside of the CELL
(deﬁned by Cell, lines 18–24) in the manner shown in Fig. 25 line 25. Here it offers an ApoB signal via the channel LDLrcpt
that corresponds to the extra-cellular binding site of the transmembranal LDL receptor of the CELL (line 4, label 1).
At this stage theearly endosomehasnotbeen formedyet.Wemodel the transmembranal LDL receptors and themembrane
patch that will later fold into the early endosome as a process capable of evolving into the EE ambient (lines 19–21). As
explained, the clathrin coated early endosome may be formed with or without bound LDL particles. We model this as a
non-deterministic external choice such that one of the following three binding scenarios may occur before the EE ambient
is released:
(i) The extra-cellular part LDLrcpt of the LDL receptor binds the ApoB signal of the LDL (line 19, label 22 and line 4, label
1) thus forcing LDL to enter the CELL (line 4, label 2 and line 19, label 23). Subsequently the intra-cellular part EErcpt
of the receptor is bound by the AP2 domain exposed by the CC bound adaptins (line 19, label 24 and line 11, label 30).
(ii) The intra-cellular part EErcpt of the receptor is bound by the AP2 domain exposed by the CC bound adaptin (line 20,
label 14 and line 11, label 30). Subsequently the extra-cellular part LDLrcpt of the LDL receptor binds the ApoB signal
of the LDL (line 20, label 15 and line 4, label 1) thus forcing LDL to enter the CELL (line 4, label 2 and line 20, label 16).
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Fig. 26. Normal receptors.
(iii) The intra-cellular part EErcpt of the receptor is bound by the AP2 domain exposed by the CC and the extra-cellular
part LDLrcpt is never bound (line 21, label 9 and line 11, label 30).
Note that two choices have identical ﬁrst preﬁxes. This is prohibited by the well-formedness condition of Regev et al [37],
who are concerned with the computation of stochastic rates. We have no such concerns and therefore allow it.
If the LDL is in place inside the CELL after the binding scenario it may enter the EE (line 4, label 3 and line 9, label 17 or
25) otherwise not. Either way, the internalisation of the clathrin coated pit may be completed by the EE entering the CC (line
7, labels 10,18, or 26 and line 11, label 31).
InNature this internalisationprocess is atomic since the CH LDL EE CC CELL (or EE CC CELL) conﬁguration
arises instantaneously when the coated vesicle is completed and internalised. By modelling this as a sequence of events we
introducemodelling artifacts as is indeed a commonphenomenonwhen describing biological systems using process algebras.
Most importantly, for the LDL to enter the EE we have to allow it into the CELL, which is biologically unsound. We must
keep this inmindwhen interpreting the analysis results. Also the EEmust pass the CC in order to enter the CELL. We enforce
this by synchronising the CC and the EE via an exchange of the token Le on the channel syncCCEE (line 7, label 11,19, or 27
and line 11, label 32). Once synchronised the EE can freely leave the CC (line 7, label 12,20, or 28 and line 11, label 33). This
corresponds to the internalised early endosome shredding its clathrin coat.
Knowing the token Le from the synchronisation the EE is now able to merge with the LE (line 7, label 13,21, or 29 and line
15, label 34). This releases the LDL into the LE fromwhere it may enter the XV (line 4, label 4 and line 13, label 36). Once the
LDL is inside the XV they are able to synchronise by reusing the token Le for an exchange on the channel syncLDLXV (line 5,
label 5 and line 13, label 37). This synchronisation gives XV the ability to leave the LE taking the LDL cargo with it (line 13,
label 38 and line 15, label 35).
Finally, the XVmaymerge with the LYSO (line 13, label 39 and line 17, label 40), thus releasing the LDL cargo into its ﬁnal
destination where it may be hydrolysed into CH (line 5, label 6 and line 17, label 41 followed by line 2, label 8 and line 5,
label 7).
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Fig. 27. Analysis results for defect systems.
6.3. Analysing the LDL degradation pathway
It is rather straightforward to improve the precision of the CFA by adding context information. We obtain a so-called
2CFA, where all information is localised, by always dereferencing the information collected by the analysis relations using
the roles of the 2 immediately enclosing ambients. Experience indicates that this does not inﬂuence the pathway analysis,
but that the computed control ﬂow graphs are clearer and slightly more precise [35]. In the following we take advantage of
this fact when presenting the analysis results for the LDL degradation pathway.
Thus, when subjecting themodel to control ﬂow analysis we obtain a result that can be represented graphically as shown
in Fig. 26 (top). Except for the special  node with triple borders, which represents the super-environment, the nodes
represent ambients and the edges represent the containment relation I. The nodes with double borders connected with
bold (black) edges represent the system in its initial state. The remaining (red)1 nodes and edges account for the dynamic
evolution of the system.
As shown in Fig. 26 the analysis reveals a system that largely behaves as expected; in particular we notice that CH may
be released inside LYSO. Note that in the biological system the LDL is never able to ﬂoat freely in the cytosol (the top-level
ﬂuid of the CELL); as mentioned in Section 6.2 the occurrence in the ﬁgure is caused by a modelling artifact. Also note that
the LDL can occur inside an un-coated EE after the CC has been shredded; in this case the double bordered EE represents
both the initial conﬁguration and a later stage of evolution.
When subjecting the model to the pathway analysis we obtain the automaton shown in Fig. 26 (bottom). The resulting
automaton clearly identiﬁes the transitions that lead to the conﬁgurations identiﬁed by the CFA. The gray nodes, however,
show analysis artifacts, i.e. states that are not reachable in practice. In the upper part of the automaton the transition (4,36)
cannot occur before (29,34) because the EE mustmerge with the LE before LDL can enter the XV. For similar reasons (4,36)
cannot happen before (21,34) in the bottom part. Given the nature of approximative techniques it is clear that artifacts are
to be expected. We conjecture, however, that a pathway analysis enhanced with spatial information would not exhibit these
particular artifacts.
Disorders. Some mammals suffer from the inherited disorder familial hypercholesterolemia, which dramatically increases
the risk of the cardiovascular disease atherosclerosis. This disorder is caused by defects in the LDL receptor proteins that
originate from inherited mutations.
When such a defect is located in the extra-cellular part of the receptor it is no longer able to bind an LDL particle.Wemodel
this phenomenon simply by introducing a spelling mistake in the receiving end of the LDLrcpt channel, i.e. (LDLrcpˆ?{apob},
LDLrcpt_!{ApoB}). As can be seen from Fig. 27a (top) the CFA reveals that the cell can no longer internalise LDL particles. It
still internalises early endosomes but only empty ones (EEmay occur inside CC within CELL but EE carries no LDL cargo).
Indeed, as revealed by the corresponding pathway analysis Fig. 27a (bottom), the internalisation of EE still works
completely as intended. Only the extracellular binding capacity is affected.
1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
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Finally, when the defect is located in the intra-cellular part of the receptor protein it can bind but not internalise
an LDL particle. Again we model this by introducing a spelling mistake in the sending end of the EErcpt channel, i.e.
(EErcpt?{ap2},EErcp!{AP2}). The CFA result shown in Fig. 27b (top) shows the effect: LDL may occur inside EE but EE never
enters CC. Again, the LDL ﬂoating freely in the cytosol (CELL) is caused by a modelling artifact.
More interestingly, however, the pathway analysis clearly shows that no reaction allowing LDL to enter EE can ever take
place. This shows that the two analysis approaches are indeed complementary and indicates an iterative analysis strategy:
Just as positive information is propagated from the CFA to the pathway analysis in terms ofF, negative information can
be propagated back into the CFA in order to reduceF. Iterating this process improves the results of both the CFA and the
pathway analysis [33].
In biological terms the results indicate that the system, as modelled here, cannot perform its normal function if the
receptors are somehow defective. At this level of interpretation the results coincide completely with biological reality. Since
the proposed analyses are efﬁcient this leads us to hypothesise that this approach can be used as a ﬁrst means to identify
pathways affected by this kind of system perturbations.
7. Conclusion
Most static analyses previously developed for the BioAmbients modelling language have been concerned with properties
of the conﬁgurations thatmight be reachable during evaluation. As previously shown in [32,35] this provides a soundplatform
for the investigation of the spatial properties of models.
In contrast, the pathway analysis deﬁned in this paper focuses on the sequences of transitions that might be realised
during evaluation. The resulting analysis provides a ﬁrm basis for the investigation of the causal properties of models.
The study of the LDL Degradation Pathway in Section 6 illustrates that the two types of information collected by the
analyses are complementary in a manner that allows an effective scheme of mutual iteration to be fashioned. It turns out
that such a scheme improves the precision of both analyses [33].
In technical terms the presented analysis computes a ﬁnite partially deterministic automaton that over-approximates the
full set of, possibly inﬁnite, sequential behaviours realisable by a given model. The resulting automaton is safe in the sense
that it faithfully embeds the causal orderings that govern the possible evolutions of the model.
This approximationwas achieved by combining elements from Flow Logic based control ﬂow analysis, classicalMonotone
Frameworks, and Abstract Interpretation. First we modelled the conﬁgurations of the system by extended multisets of
exposed reactive preﬁxes. In order to capture the dynamic nature of processes we then performed a detailed analysis of how
the extended multisets grow and shrink as preﬁxes react. In the style of classical bit vector frameworks this information
was used to specify transfer functions describing how the extended multisets evolve as reactions happen. Finally we used a
classical worklist algorithm for computing the desired automata. Termination of this algorithm was ensured by the use of
widening.
The practical value of this approach is in part determined by its computational complexity. The presented algorithm is
remarkably ﬂexible in this respect. A ﬁne grained equivalence relation on states is likely to give a fairly precise analysis result
at a high complexity. In contrast a coarser equivalence relation will give a more approximative analysis result at a lower
complexity. It is worth mentioning at this point that working implementations are already in place and that the analysis
examples presented throughout this paper have all been automatically produced.
We are conﬁdent that the presented analysis provides a strong tool for studying the (causal) properties of biological
systems. While unable to ensure that given reactions take place the established over-approximation is still immensely
useful in demonstrating that undesirable (or indeed desirable) reactions, perhaps part of a dysfunctional pathway, cannot
arise. As noted in the introduction the range of potential applications is wide, ranging from simple modelling support (e.g.
in the ﬂavour of debugging) to actual predictions (e.g. in the ﬂavour of in-silico screening of drug delivery
mechanisms).
In future work we may extend the present approach into a simultaneously over- and under-approximating analysis. We
conjecture that this would be a good platform for addressing stochastic issues. Another avenue to be explored is a reﬁnement
of the analysiswhere spatial information is added to the states of the computed automata.We intend to incorporate symbolic
techniques from the ﬁeld ofmodel checking [9] in order to improve on the exponential spaceworst case complexity exhibited
by the present formulation. Finally, a data-mining facility based on logical languages could easily be implemented on top of
the computed graphs and automata.
Appendix
A. Proofs of properties of programs
Here we shall be concerned with proving that the property of being a program is preserved under semantic evaluation.
First we shall show a number of minor results.
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We start by showing some basic properties of free names:
Fact 19. Assume Q = recX.Q ′ and C  Q ; if furthermore fpi(Q ) = ∅ and P ≺ Q then
fn(P[Q /X ]) = fn [X &→fn(Q )](P)
=
{
fn[X &→∅](P) ∪ fn(Q ) if X ∈ fpi(P)
fn(P) otherwise
Proof. The result follows by structural induction on P. In the case of restriction we note that α-renaming ensures that the
names bound in P cannot capture the free names of Q . A similar property is ensured for summations as the well-formedness
condition demands that X ∈ fpi(P) ⇒ (bn(Mi) ∩ fn(Q ) = ∅) for all i, where we note that fpi(Q ) = ∅ ⇒ (fn(Q ) = fn(Q ))
for all . 
Fact 20. fn(P[m/x]) =
{
(fn(P) \ {x}) ∪ {m} if x ∈ fn(P)
fn(P) otherwise
Proof. By structural induction on P. 
Fact 21. If fpi(P) = ∅ and C  P then both of the following hold:
(i) If PQ then fn(P) = fn(Q ).
(ii) If P
˜−→ Q then fn(P) ⊇ fn(Q ).
Proof. The proof of (1) proceeds by induction on the inference of PQ . In the case of h-alphwe use Fact 20. In the case of
h-urecwe use Fact 19.
The proof of (2) follows by induction on the inference of P
˜−→ Q , where we use Fact 20 for the communication axioms
and (1) in conjunction with the induction hypothesis in the case of r-aux. 
We establish a similar result for the free process identiﬁers:
Fact 22. If fpi(P) = ∅ then both of the following hold:
(i) If PQ then fpi(Q ) = ∅.
(ii) If P
˜−→ Q then fpi(Q ) = ∅.
Proof. The proof of (1) follows by induction on the inference of PQ .
The proof of (2) follows by straightforward induction on the inference of P
˜−→ Q using (1) in the case of r-aux. 
A similar development is required for the higher level notion of well-formedness with respect to C:
Fact 23. Assume Q = recX.Q ′ and fpi(Q ) = ∅; if furthermore P ≺ Q then
C  P[Q /X ] ⇔
{
C ′ P ∧ C  Q if X ∈ fpi(P)
C  P otherwise
where ′ = [X &→ fn [X &→∅](Q )].
Proof. The direction of ⇒ follows by structural induction on P. All but two cases are straightforward.
In thecaseofnamerestrictionwerelyonFact25-(1), the inductionhypothesis, and the fact thatα-conversion isdisciplined.
The most interesting case is that of the recursive process. Here we have
C  (recY. P)[Q /X ]
and must show that, if X ∈ fpi(recY. P) then
C ′ recY. P and (1)
C  Q (2)
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where ′ = [X &→ fn [X &→∅](Q )], and C  recY. P otherwise. The latter case is trivially true and we proceed to show the
former, i.e. (1) and (2). We have that
C  (recY. P)[Q /X ] ⇒
C ′′ P[Q /X ] (I)
∧ X ∈ fpi(P[Q /X ]) (II)
∧ (∀M . P′ P[Q /X ] : Y ∈ fpi(P′) ⇒
bn(M) ∩ fn(recY. (P[Q /X ])) = ∅)
(III)
where ′′ = [Y &→ fn [Y &→∅](P[Q /X ])].
Knowing that X ∈ fpi(P) we use the induction hypothesis on (I) to obtain
C ′′ P[Q /X ] ⇒ C ′′′ P (IV)
∧ C ′′ Q (V)
where ′′′ = ′′[X &→ fn′′ [X &→∅](Q )]. Given that fpi(Q ) = ∅ the goal (2) follows from (V) and only (1) remains.
Now we observe that
C ′′′′ P (a)
∧ X ∈ fpi(P) (b)
∧
⎛
⎝∀M . P′ P : Y ∈ fpi(P′) ⇒
bn(M) ∩ fn′ (recY. P) = ∅
⎞
⎠ (c)
⇒ C ′ (recY. P) (1)
where ′′′′ = ′[Y &→ fn′ [Y &→∅](P)]. Given that fpi(Q ) = ∅ the goal (b) follows from (II) and only (a) and (c) remain.
From (III) we get
(∀M . P′ P[Q /X ] : Y ∈ fpi(P′) ⇒
bn(M) ∩ fn(recY. (P[Q /X ])) = ∅)
Since fpi(Q ) = ∅ and according to the deﬁnition of ′′′ this is the same as
(∀M . P′ P : Y ∈ fpi(P′) ⇒
bn(M) ∩ fn′′′ (P) = ∅)
However, it follows from simple calculations and Fact 19 that ′′′ = ′′′′ = fn′ (recY. P); hence (c) follows from (III) and (a)
follows from (IV).
Finally, (1) follows from (a), (b), and (c), which concludes the proof of ⇒.
The direction of ⇐ follows by similar calculations. 
Fact 24. If C  P and m ∈ C then C  P[m/x]
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of P. In the case of restrictionsweuse that α-renaming is disciplined.
In the case of recursive processes we rely on disciplined α-renaming to ensure that the separation between free and bound
names is preserved by the substitution. The remaining cases are straightforward. 
Fact 25. If fpi(P) = ∅ and C  P then the following both hold:
(i) If PQ then C  Q
(ii) If P
˜−→ Q then C  Q
Proof. (1) follows by induction on the inference of PQ . In the case of h-alph we rely on the fact that α-renaming is
disciplined. In the case of h-urec we use Fact 23. In case of h-camb we use Fact 22-(1) in conjunction with the induction
hypothesis. The remaining axioms are trivial and the remaining rules follow by the induction hypothesis.
(2) follows by induction on the inference of P
˜−→ Q . The axioms for movement yield the desired result by simple
calculation whereas the axioms for communication use Fact 24. In the case of r-amb we use Fact 22-(2) in conjunction
with the induction hypothesis. Finally, r-aux follows from (1), and the remaining rules follow by application of the induction
hypothesis. 
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Lemma 26 (Subject reduction). If PRGC(P) and P
˜−→ Q then PRGC(Q ).
Proof. The result follows from Facts 25, 21, and 22. 
B. Proof of correctness for the CFA
Correctness, or semantical soundness, of the 0CFA requires that acceptability is preserved under reaction. In order to
establish the required subject reduction result we rely on a number of minor results.
Correctness of CP The result rests on a number of minor results:
Fact 27. Assume Q = recX.Q ′ and C  Q ; if furthermore fpi(Q ) = ∅ and P ≺ Q then
prfx(P[Q /X ]) = prfx[X &→prfx(Q )](P)
=
{
prfx[X &→∅](P) ∪ prfx(Q ) if X ∈ fpi(P)
prfx(P) otherwise
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction in the structure of P. 
Facts 28. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then both of the following hold:
(i) If PQ then prfx(P) = prfx(Q ).
(ii) If P
˜−→ Q then prfx(P) ⊇ prfx(.)Q
Proof. For (1) the proof proceeds by induction on the shape of the proof tree establishing PQ , using Fact 27 in the case of
h-urec. For (2) the proof proceeds by induction on the shape of the proof tree establishing P
˜−→ Q , using (1) to prove the
property in the case of r-aux. 
Fact 29. Assume Q = recX.Q ′ and C  Q ; if furthermore fpi(Q ) = ∅ and P ≺ Q then
CP
(P[Q /X ]) =
{
CP′
[X &→∅](P) ∪ CP
(Q ) if X ∈ fpi(P)
CP
(P) otherwise
where ′ = [X &→ prfx(Q )].
Proof. The proof proceeds by structural induction on P. In the cases of parallel compositions and recursive processes it uses
Fact 27. 
For (1) the proof proceeds by induction on the shape of the proof tree establishing PQ , using Fact 27 in the case of
h-urec. For (2) the proof proceeds by induction on the shape of the proof tree establishing P
˜−→ Q , using (1) to prove the
property in the case of r-aux.
Facts 30. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then both of the following hold:
(i) If PQ then (CP
(P) = CP
(Q )).
(ii) If P
˜−→ Q then (CP
(P) ⊇ CP
(Q )).
Proof. For (1) the proof proceeds by induction on the shape of the proof tree establishing PQ , using Fact 29 in the case of
h-urec.
For (2) the proof proceeds by induction in the shape of the proof tree establishing P
˜−→ Q , using (1) in the case of r-aux.

Corollary 31 (Subject reduction)
If PRGC(P) and P
˜−→ Q then CP(P) ⊇ CP(Q ).
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Correctness of (I,R,F) |=μ P We are now ready to show that the acceptability of analysis estimates is preserved under
semantic reaction.
We shall ﬁnd use for a minor fact regarding substitution and (I,R,F) |=μ P.
Fact 32. Assume Q = recX.Q ′ and C  Q ; if furthermore fpi(Q ) = ∅ and P ≺ Q then
(I,R,F) |=μ P[Q /X ] ⇔
{
(I,R,F) |=μ P ∧ (I,R,F) |=μ Q if X ∈ fpi(P)
(I,R,F) |=μ P otherwise
Proof. The fact follows by structural induction on P, where the well-formedness of P ensures that Q can only occur within
μ. 
Now we can easily show that analysis acceptability is preserved under heating.
Lemma 33. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then the following holds:
If (I,R,F) |=μ P and PQ, we have (I,R,F) |=μ Q .
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction in the shape of the proof tree establishing PQ . In the case of scope rules for name
bindings the lemma trivially holds because name restrictions are ignored by the analysis judgement. For the congruence
requirements the result follows from the induction hypothesis. In the case of α-equivalencewe have that if P ≡α Q then P =
Q and hence (I,R,F) |=μ P ⇔ (I,R,F) |=μ Q follows by referential transparency. Finally, in the case of unfolding
of recursion the desired result follows directly from Fact 32. 
To ﬁnally show the invariance under reaction we shall introduce an expansion ofI into the new relationI@R, which
takes into account the bindings of variables speciﬁed by theR component. This relation is deﬁned as follows:
IfM ∈I(μ), x ∈ fn(M) and n ∈ 〈R〉(x) thenM [n/x] ∈I@R(μ).
where we remind that the involved names are, indeed, canonical.
This expansion satisﬁes a useful substitution property.
Fact 34. If n ∈R(x) and (I,R,F) |=μ P then (I@F,R,F) |=μ P[n/x].
Proof. The proof proceeds by structural induction on P. 
In this contextwe can show that the acceptability of analysis estimates is preserved under reaction in the following sense:
Lemma 35. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then, if furthermore CP(P) ⊆ CP the following holds:
If (I,R,F) |=μ P and P ˜−→ Q then (I@R,R,F) |=μ Q and ˜ ∈F.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the inference of reactions P
˜−→ Q . In the case of movement it sufﬁces to expand both
(I,R,F) |= P and (I,R,F) |= Q using the deﬁnition of (I,R,F) |=μ P. In the case of communication we perform a
similar expansion and then obtain the desired result using Fact 34. The remaining cases follow from the induction hypothesis
and, in the case of r-aux, uses Lemma 33. 
Corollary 36 (Subject reduction). Assume PRGC(P) and CP(P) ⊆ CP; if furthermore (I,R,F) |=μ P and P ˜−→ Q then
(I@R,R,F) |=μ Q and ˜ ∈F. 
This means that an analysis estimate that is acceptable for a process P is also acceptable for any process Q derived from
it by a single reaction.
C. Proof of correctness for exposed preﬁxes
As was the case for the CFA correctness properties associated with the transfer functions of Section 4 relies on a number
of minor results that we shall establish in the following.
Intuitively, correctness of E[[ P ]] means (i) that it is invariant under heating and (ii) that it correctly captures the preﬁxes
that may be involved in the ﬁrst reaction step. We start by showing the usual substitution result:
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Fact 37. Assume Q = recX.Q ′ and C  Q ; if furthermore fpi(Q ) = ∅ and P ≺ Q then
E[[ P[Q /X ] ]] = E[X &→E [[Q ]]][[ P ]]
Proof. This is easily shown by structural induction on P. 
And then we go on to show the main result:
Lemma 38. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then both of the following hold:
(i) If PQ then E[[Q ]] = E[[ P ]]
(ii) If P
(1,2)−→ Q then 1 ∈ dom(E[[ P ]]) and 2 ∈ dom(E[[ P ]])
Proof. The proof of the ﬁrst part is by induction on the inference of PQ . Most cases are trivial. However, in the case of
unfolding of recursion we use Fact 25, that LFP(λE. E[X &→E][[ P ]]) is indeed a ﬁxed point, and Fact 37.
The second part follows by induction on the inference of P
˜−→ Q . The result is immediate for the axioms and in the case
of r-aux we make use of the ﬁrst part of the lemma. The remaining rules follow from the induction hypothesis. 
Due to the different role that G
[[ ]] plays in the transfer function, the correctness of G
[[ P ]] is slightly more involved
than was the case for E[[ P ]]. As usual, substitution possesses nice properties:
Fact 39. Assume Q = recX.Q ′ and C  Q ; if furthermore fpi(Q ) = ∅ and P ≺ Q then
G
[[ P[Q /X ] ]] =
{
G[X &→E [[Q ]]]
[X &→⊥T][[ P ]] maxT G
[[Q ]] if X ∈ fpi(P)
G[X &→E [[Q ]]]
[X &→⊥T][[ P ]] otherwise
(C.1)
Proof. The result is shown by structural induction on P. 
And, surely, the safety of the approximation, G
[[ P ]], must be preserved under heating:
Lemma 40. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then the following holds:
If PQ then G
[[Q ]] = G
[[ P ]].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the inference of PQ . When showing the lemma for h-urec we use Fact 25, Fact 39,
and that LFP(λG. G[X &→E [[ recX. P ]]]
[X &→G][[ P ]]) is indeed a ﬁxed point. In the case of h-csumwe use Lemma 38-(1).
The remaining axioms follow by simple calculations and the rules by the induction hypothesis. 
Finally, we must show that the safety of the approximation is preserved under reduction. This amounts to the following
‘local’ subject reduction result:
Lemma 41. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then the following holds:
If P
˜−→ Q then G
[[Q ]] ≤T G
[[ P ]].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the shape of the inference of P
˜−→ Q . The axioms follow by straightforward calculation
using that G
[[ P ]] = G
[[ P[n/p] ]] and E[[ P ]] = E[[ P[n/p] ]] in the case of communication.
For the rule using the structural congruence we use Lemma 40. The remaining rules follow by the induction hypothesis.

Besides of being anunder- rather than anover-approximation, the correctness ofK
[[ P ]] is rather similar to that ofG
[[ P ]].
We have the usual substitution property:
Fact 42. Assume Q = recX.Q ′ and C  Q ; if furthermore fpi(Q ) = ∅ and P ≺ Q then
K
[[ P[Q /X ] ]] =
{
K
[X &→⊥T][[ P ]] minT K
[[Q ]] if X ∈ fpi(P)
K
[X &→⊥T][[ P ]] otherwise
Proof. The result follows by structural induction on P. 
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Then we must ensure that the safety of the approximation is preserved by heating:
Lemma 43. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then the following holds:
If PQ then K
[[ P ]] = K
[[Q ]].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the inference of PQ . In the case of h-urecwe use Fact 25, that LFP(λK . K
[X &→K][[ P ]])
is indeed a ﬁxed point, and Fact 42. The remaining axioms follow by simple calculations and the rules by the induction
hypothesis. 
Also, we must show that the safety of the approximation is preserved under reduction:
Lemma 44. If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then the following holds:
If P
˜−→ Q then K
[[ P ]] ≤T K
[[Q ]].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the shape of the inference of P
˜−→ Q . The axioms follow by straightforward calculation
using that K
[[ P ]] = K
[[ P[n/p] ]] in the case of communication.
In the case of r-aux we use Lemma 43. The remaining rules follow by the induction hypothesis. 
The following result states that this transfer function provides a safe approximation to the exposed actions of the process
that results from the transition:
Theorem 45 (Subject reduction). If C  P and fpi(P) = ∅ then the following holds:
If P
˜−→ Q then (E[[Q ]] ≤M transferP,˜(E[[P]] )).
Proof. The proof is by induction of the inference of P
˜−→ Q . We have the following cases:
Case r-ent:
Writing lhs for
(enter n1 . P + P′) P′′ μ1 (accept n2 .Q + Q ′) Q ′′ μ2
we observe that
E[[P]] ≤M G[[enter n1 . P + P′]] (1) ≤M G[[lhs]] (1)
and
E[[Q ]] ≤M G[[accept n2 .Q + Q ′]] (2) ≤M G[[lhs]] (2).
Similarly we have
K[[lhs]] (1) ≤M K[[enter n1 . P + P′]] (1) ≤M E[[enter n1 . P + P′]]
and
K[[lhs]] (2) ≤M K[[accept n2 .Q + Q ′]] (2) ≤M E[[accept n2 .Q + Q ′]] .
By calculation we get
E[[P]] +M E[[P′′]] +M E[[Q ]] +M E[[Q ′′]]
≤M (E[[enter n1 . P + P′]] +M E[[P′′]] −M E[[enter n1 . P + P′]] +M E[[P]] )
+M (E[[accept n2 .Q + Q ′]] +M E[[Q ′′]] −M E[[accept n2 .Q + Q ′]] +M E[[Q ]] )
≤M (E[[lhs]] −M K[[lhs]] (1,2)) +M G[[lhs]] (1,2) (C.2)
which is exactly the desired result. The remaining axioms follow by similar reasoning.
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Case r-res:
In this case the proof follows from the induction hypothesis as names are ignored by the Pathway Analysis.
Case r-amb:
Again the proof is by the induction hypothesis as ambients are ignored by the Pathway Analysis.
Case r-par:
It follows from the induction hypothesis that
E[[Q ]] ≤M (E[[P]] −M K[[P]] (˜)) +M G[[P]] (˜).
Furthermore we have
K[[P R]] (˜) ≤M K[[P]] (˜)
and
G[[P]] (˜) ≤M G[[P R]] (˜)
so that
E[[Q ]] ≤M (E[[P]] −M K[[P]] (˜)) +M G[[P]] (˜)
≤M (E[[P]] −M K[[P R]] (˜)) +M G[[P R]] (˜)
Thus we may calculate
E[[Q R]] = E[[Q ]] +M E[[R]]
≤M (E[[P]] −M K[[P R]] (˜)) +M G[[P R]] (˜) +M E[[R]]
= ((E[[P]] +M E[[R]] ) −M K[[P R]] (˜)) +M G[[P R]] (˜)
= (E[[P R]] −M K[[P R]] (˜)) +M G[[P R]] (˜)
which ﬁnishes the case.
Case r-aux:
This case is straightforward because the safety of E[[]] ,G[[]] , and K[[]] is preserved by heating due to Lemmas 38, 40, and
43. 
Corollary 46 (Subject reduction)
If PRGC(P) and P
˜−→ Q then E[[Q ]] ≤M transferP,˜(E[[P]] ).
Finally, we establish the semantic soundness of the transfer function as a straightforward corollary of the following
theorem:
Theorem 47 (Semantic correctness)
P
L˜−→P ˜−→ Q ⇒ (E[[Q ]] ≤M transferP ,˜(E[[P]] )).
Proof. This follows by induction on the length of L˜. The base case follows from Corollary 46. The inductive step is established
using Corollaries 41, 44, 46, and 1. 
This shows that the approximation is safe for all reaction sequences that may arise from an initial program, P.
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